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NOTES'FROM THE.EDITORS

J,

This'issue of INVESTIGATIONS IN §CIENCE EDUCA(ION'contains he

critical abstract
Is

and analyses of nine articles. Although these

nine articles have not been clustered, there are some common variables. .

Several relate to cognitive development end/or learning: Allen, Bredder-

iman, Lawson, and Scoft. Others focus on instruction: Anderson and Lee,

Hibbard and Novak, PArkevand Mertens, arcs' Venderbeoucke. 'One relates

to scient.ific literacy: Doran.

Also included are three'r6sponses-to Articles previously .published

in I.S.E. We are.pleased that the authors.have provided additional

informatiOn about dieir research and that they have attempted to answer

or respond tocomments raised in the abstkactor'g analysis section:

of the p'aper reviewing their publisled research. We'hope that other

, \..

, authors wilr feel-free to respond to.or comment about their article

4 ad reviewed for I.S.E.

k

Patricia E. Blosser
Editor

Robert L.Igteiner
Associate Editor

II
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Allen, Leslie R. Examination of the Ability of.Third Grade.Children
from fche Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) to Identify

**Experimental Variables and .to Recognize Motile." Science Edubation,
57(2):135-151, 1973..

Descriptors--*Cognitive,pelelopment; Curriculum; Educaiii)ndl
Research; *Elementary School Science; *InsdUction; *Longitud-
inal Studies; Science Course Improvement Project; *Science
Educatiob

Expande4 Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for by Lowell
J. Bethel, University of Texas' at Amstin. ,

Pprpose

The,purpose of the study was to compare the performanee onspecific tasks

related to some SCIS objectives of third graders who had participated
.

in a SCIS Program,versus third graders who had mix. Specifically, the

c, children were compared 6n their ability to: ,

It
identify variables in a.system

2. identify changes in a,system

r

,

The researdh hypotyeses tested in the study'but not explicitly'siated

are as follows: .
(A

1. There will be nebdifferenCes between the groups n their

ability- to identify variables in a.system.

2. There will be no differences between group§ in their ability
.11

3.

to identify changes in a system,

There will be nO differences between male and female pupils

in their Ability to identify 4ariables in a system.

4. There will.be no:differences between males.and females ln

their ability to identify changes in a system.

5. Thl(e will'be noldifferences between socio-economic status

and the ability to identify 'Imriables in a system.

.6. There will be no diffencei between socio-economic status
,

and the ablaity to identify changes in a system.

0
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Rationale

This study is but.one pi a series written by the'author and based on a

longitudinal study conducted to determine the effectiveness of the SCIS

program on children's acquisition of specific scientific concepts,

process skills, and positive attitudes toward science. The author is

attempting to assess the effect of..the program on children's intellec-

tmel Aevelopment. As the children proteed through the program, they
4

q-
are evaluated on UT basis of the program's stated objectives. At thia

point in time fouratudies.have pKeteded thes report. Thus, the study

was an'extension of previous studies an4 it appears-that this research

will continue for the next three years (grades 1-6).

,

Aesearch Design and Procedure

When the initial:study was begun som three years ago, 50 childrenwere

randomly chosen from three, socio,-edo c levels (upper, average, and

lower). Thus, a total of 150 pupils participating in the SCIS program
.

from three. socio-economic levels was chopen. Next, schools having

similar children but not participating in the SCIS;Program were
A,

selected and again 50 pupils from each of the three socio-economic

levels were chosen. This made a grand total of 300 pupils who para-
.,.

tipated in the longitudinal study condicted up-to this point in time.

However; because of mortality; only 176 pupils were aveilable for this,

particular study reported. The male-female rtlio was jdst about 50/50

with an equivalent number of chilAren representing eaCh of the three .

.socio-econOmic levels. All children were from the third grade,,with

half participating in 4he SCIS.program continuously over a period of

.three years. 'The children were evaluateeat the.conclusion of:the

third aci;demic,year:

The experimental designused is the posttest-only control group design

as-defined in.Campbell and Stanley'Warticle. At the completion of

, the third.year, after-having Studied the SC1S Physical Science Unit,

all childred were tested individually ."in a room set aside-for this

puriosector at A lanai table." All children were evaluated on five

2

14)
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test items presented one-at-a-time.. Four of the items required the

children to idektify changes that took-place when *candle was lit .

with a wooden match and covered by a glass beaker.,. The items.were

'designed so that' children could mahipulate objects and explain their

actions. Responses were yecorded for the children on each of'the

items presented.

Children who were not participants in the SCIS programwere exposed

to some science instruction. The author reports thaetheir science

'program consisted 9f a science text entitled Concepts_in Science

whidh placed'heavy reliance on verbal interactions rather than the

.physical manipulation of objects. In other words, it was not a science

f inquiry program, but one in which children were taught elementary'

science using the traditional methods so prominent during the first 601C,
I

years of this century.

The author summarized the number of pupils and their sex in the three

socio-economic levels used in the study. Thus, one can see at a glanCe

the total number of pupils: both SCIS and non-SCIS, their seX, and

beir
.:.

division within the three socio-economic levels identified:

1

As forthe findings of the testing undertaken at the close of the

school year (Nay-June, 1977), the author notes that 111 a previous

study, theifive test items used loaded heavily on a "cognitiVe 'factor"

using factor analysis methods. The author goes on to say that, "in

the interest of clarity," a separate analysis of eacp item will be

piesentedbusing ANCOVA methods. The Califorla Test of Mental Mat&ity

(CTMW was used as the covariate. It is.also reported theft the average

correlation for each item and its scale total based on factor loadings

was 0.71.

Thereiare several tables 41 the article which sUmmarize'the testing

resulls. Tasks on which the data are,summarized are as follows:

41. Variables effecting time taken to transfer water urn; an

eye dropper..
..\ . t

Varialt effecting lever,at Alch a plastic syringe floats.

3



I. Variables effecting the distance A 'stone re thrown by a

slingshot.

4.. Variables effecting the distance travelled by a toy truck..
. , a

5. Changes thaeoccur Ouring an, experiment. This was further

. subdivided into three parts: ,

a... Changes observed in a burning candle

b. changes observed in the match andmatch-box
*

c. changes observed when a beaker is lowered over burning
,

candle

#

Analysis'qf covariance for the factbit of science program, sex, ahd

socio7economic level are presented for the five tasks. Mean scores,

standard deviations, and t-tests for the three socio-economic levels

on four of the five tasks,are reported. In addition, summaries of

the children's responses to the five tasks are listed and categorized

into SCIS non-SCIS.and socidecondoic

rindings

v

1

The ANCQVA revealed that there were significant differences betWeen

SCIS Children'and non-SCIS children on all five of the tasks. The

'difference. was in favor of the SCI'S children, Three of the analyses

revealed that there was a difference between males and %males in

favor of the bois on tasks 3, 4, and 5. With respect to socio7,

economic level, atullyses revealed that there was a signif cant

'difference. T-tests indicated that, on three tasks, the pper socio:1

economic grOup,outperformed the other two socio-economic groups whife

thli average group outperformed the lower.group on One of the tasks.

No significant interaction effects were found or keported.

a

Interpretations

The author ConcludeS\that, on the basis ofIthe findings reported'in

'the study, Honolulu third grade pupils who had Participated in the
a.

"
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SCIS program are/significantly better.than third grac4 pupils enrolled

in a tiaditional(science.programon their ability to identify varia-

bles and chenges in systems: 44

Ava.,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Several questions are raised after reading the study. The introduction

is very 81460);\ While it does refer to a continuous evaluation.of the

SCIS program, it oes not place the present study in pkoper perspective

relative to the o

-is the overall' lon

does this study re

er studies referred to in the bibliography. Whit

-range objective of.the longitudinal study?' How

-zone to them and the overall Anagitudinal study?

The purpose of the.study is straight forward. However, no mention,is
f, .1.

made as to why .evaluation of-the SCIS Physical-Science unitAs`pade.iand
, ,

4t4i4

oical

not the Living Science unit. 'Why eot evaluate the prOgram aft'e

pAllls have exPerienced both units? What sigdificaece doet tiro

.Science unit-have in relatide to the Living.Science unitl- the .author.
I

-notes, too, that "certein SCIS objectives are considered." This implies
A

that there were others and ehat these were chosen instead. 'Why were

thesi objectives covered and not others? One can be led to a conclusion

that maybe additienal publications csn be produced.by using this proce-r.

duke of reporting.. Clearly a problem statement should be included and

a rationale as to its imporeanCe or:significance relative to science_

education research.

A main criticism of the study lies in the research design. No research

hypotheses are ever stated. Isn't the purpose of statistical analysis
..

designed to-test hypotheses? These should be stated so thieth-Creader.
....

does not have to-infer what they are.

While the experimental population for the,study is iaintified, no real

infotmation is provided here in the study. The reader istreferred to

previous studies_f4r this information. Really good research does'not

use thisttype of reporting procedure. The.reader should notjlave to

review other studies in order to understand the present studi. The

)!,

a./
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population should be identified.and described in detail. In addition,

the author does not identify theAnd4deni and dependent variables.

However, theican'be inferred from reading th 'study.

Further, no description of saMpling procedure for choosing schools
.

And children is described. Why did certain schools.have the scIs

prOgram and others, not? This is not made clear to the reader. What

'controls were made or inttoduced tio control for teacher effects? In
.

.a study such as.thisone woqld want to be able to control for this

factor in order that adequate.nompariSons could be made. This has

to be'done so that one can be sure-that differenceA'found can be

attributed to the treatment only,or else the results may be called

into question.

Concerning the, treatment, little-is said about this crucial factor.
.

There is no mention-of how long the control group'hAsbeen exposed

to/sc0e4nstruction of any-sort. In addiiion, time and duration

of,sdie 'efor the third graders is not rep rted. Also, how many'.

teachers were involVed in the inetruofion of science for boOt. the,

*experimental and control groupg What is th ir background and other

pertinent inforiation related tt, instructional, methods? These are
V

important questions that should be answered in order to evaluate fhe
--I -

effectiveness of the-SCIS program.

'4'

Only'qfie seutence is devoted to a description of the testing proce-
. ,

dures'used.* The tasks used to make the assessment are adequately

described. But, Who perbrmed the testing? How long did it take

to test the children? Was there any Method used to test the accuracy
f O .

.

and reliability of the responses recorded? The'reliability And valid-

ity of the tasks are not adequately described here0-. It is' reported

that they.were piloted yifh grade three 'children. But one is left

hanging. in terd of a desdription for this processl. This needs to

'be explained futthet and additional information.privided here for the

reader.'

The ANCOVA tables summarize the 'data verrreatly. As was pointed out,

by the author, the scores could have-been combided and one analysis

qv 6

Li
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,

summarized for all SCIS and.rion-6CIS.childrens' performance on.the
.

-\

tasks. It was a good move on dye part.of the a thor to'prolade

analyses and summaries for all,five tasks. .This rocedure does aid

the.reader in understanding some of the things tha are. Ibeing con-

sidered in the eVAluation even though it results in eiaing some 17

tables in atl. The author Obes suimarize the data for:means, standard,

deviations, and t-tests by socio=economic ievel in tables fOui of

the five tasks presented. Why 'doeset he dathe same for t fi

task? No.eplanation 18 offeretifor this omisdion. In addition, the-
1

author statea that tx4of the analyses show scores in faydrof boyd,
,

yet a critical review of the °table reveals three-such .significant

differences in favor oflboys.- An alternhte explanation here may be
,

that thgirls outperformedthe boys on one of the tasks. tut this

remains unanswered in the analYses.

.

It is also reported that the upper socio7econom1C group outperformed'

, --.-......_ , both the average and lower'socio,economic groups on three' of the tasks

, and the average group outperformed ttte lower socfo-economic group on'

,o6i"of the tasks. But no summa/ rization is presented.for.the. fifth.
. -

.
.

. _ .

task. The author maked no, note of this. Perhaps there were no signi- :
. . . 4

C.

ficant differences. But that could have been statea in the findfngs,

without including a:table.

After the summary of the friaings the.author concludes that Honolidu

'children-in the SCIS program are superior. to children not in a SCIS4

program on ability.to identify variablesand changes. But ye appro-

priaterterpretations or generalizations are niade. ,Is this because

, the focus of the-study is so narrow? Certainly thig implications of
$10

the. study ana its limitations shoull be'discussed. Where does it fit

into the matrix of similar kinds ofelementary science program eVAIL

uations? 'Does it make a contribution? Does.it shed some light on

iny of the problems that are the major concern of science education

-research? Or, hnother way,of posing this question is: Does' it reduce,

clarify, or throw ILO new light on the original area or pi-oblem of

concern? Does additional resehtch'need to be conducted., and whatedirec-

atm should it take?. Unless some of these questions afe answerid, it is

difficult,to make any judgpment about the results of the study. Certainly

,

lo
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in reporting research,of this nature, questions such awtholp.lieted

above ahOuldnotthe left. unanswered,
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, Anderson-0. Roger and Mae'T. Lee. "Structure inStience Communica-

...,
"iions and Sttdent Rec:ll of Knowledge." Science Education,
59M:127-138, 1975.

--Descriptosp--Educational,Research; *Idstrucpion; Learning
. Theories; *Retention; -*Science EduClti*ii *Secondary School

.
.

_, ScienceV Stimulue Behavior; *Verbal Ccilinunication
.

...

r N.#

4 1

ot,

ApandedAbstract and Analysis Prepared EspeCially. for LS.E. by
Horak, University of Arizona.

.Purp9se:

,
r f.--

The purpose of.This study Was to investigate the relative -relationships '

between amount of science contemt structure in lessons and the amount

of knowledge retained after instructional communication. 'Additionally

the study was designed to allow analysis 6f-fine variations- in know'-,

ledge acquisition. These fine variations were then related to the

, overall stitcturs of the statements of. discourse Units containing the

communicated content.'

Rationale'

t.

4.

4.

-The bio-psychological theory. of.structure in humackcommuni&mion

developed by 0. Roger Anderson and Presented in his pooks Stsucture in

and Quantitative Analysis of StruCture

in Teaching forme d ihe theoretical framework for this study. Basically,

thistheory holds.that. the effectivenesaSf hum0 communication,is ,

,biased)by the.facts thap (a,the environinent favoredthe evolution

of organisms possessing recePtoill sensitive to periodic' orrepetitive

stimuli,-(2) the presence of periOdio.stimuli in space and time have

indtiCed, through natural seleCtion, the appearance Of highly advanced
,

forms.of living organisms capable of, exploiting the environmentqby

information it Veriodfc.stimuli., (3).the dep.enaency,on

periodic stimulation, such as light Alergy and movement,of surrounding.

-matEet, ha* induced a perceptual bias to readily assimilate repetive.%

stimuliopthereby,producing changes it behavior:and (4):the perceptual

biaslavored iv organic evolution and reinforced byPeriodic.visual

9 Sk

9,
-44
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.

stimuli 4pring Ontogeny prOduces communication patterns in higher
.f

animals containing repetitive sounds (Anderson, 19,70).
-

,.
. ,

,
I. .,

This theory 'may be interpreted in light of the results of research
..

. . 1

on'attention'and arousal which maintains that too much repetivd .
. . .

patterned input can produce lack of ittention. Thus, lessods need
,

some novel stimulus onset or repetitive'removal to cause continved,

P

readiness to receive and to eneode.sensory input. Optimum commilni-

ti
,

caons would consequently "contain a patteTh 'of integrated discourse
.

, .

introduced byka novel-stiMulys whioh serv s'es- an arousal step to pre-

;
. .

411.1

,
pare the individual to receive some subs quent communicated content."

Research Desisn and'I/ocedure

6.

4.4

This study was conducted *n two phases. Subjets for the first,phase.
.t

consisted of 61 female ninth add tenth grade students in a private.
-

urban secondary school. Subjects for the second phase, which was*

viewed'as-A test of.generality of the findings, consisted of'41 male

And female students in an urban junior high.school. Separate treat-

ment communications were constructed for each phase of the investiga-
.

tion. The topics chosen for the Studies dealt 'with "African Sleeping

Sickness7.and "Life in the Ocean" spectiveiy. These topics were

reasonably unfamiliar to the,stude s and hence prior knoWledge shouldil

not have interfered with the analysis. '

For each phase two treatment con;itions were'developed. The treatmente

consisted of alternating high and low structure spans as adcertained..'

by kinetogram analysis of the discourse units. One treatment condt-

tion consisted of'a sequence, identified as "high-low," containing

.alternating spans with the add spans high structure and the even spans
-

low Structure. The other treatment conditiOn consisted Of a.seqUence,

identified as "low,high," containing alternating spans with the odd

Aiwa low structure and the even spans high structure. The.amount

andAindof infoiMatiOn within each'span" remained constant thus allow-

ing .direct comparison of the high and low structure spanst

CI

V
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\ (..i..,

. . Audiotape recorded messages were the instructional mode of communica-
, ,. f - I

.
.

' / .40
tiOn and the'criterion measu;e consisted of a fred recall response..

.

v

44-

Immediately afier,instruction studenis,were edited to 'list in witing

as many of the ideas or statements as it waa possible for them to

remembei. The frequency of recall of the ftons was plotted on a

histogram and compared to the kiiietogram graph,4"the,comMunicated
.

.

. ---->-,.._

lesson structure. Vital dcbres were utilizedto compare the mean
.. i

high-structure'recill scorea with the mean low-structurerecall scores.'

, Itatistical significance of the'afferences in the means was analyzed

utilizing i two-tailed t-test.

Findino

Of

./

The amount of structure in a communication was found to be directly .

related to the amount of information recalled after hearing a comeini-

tation. When the kinetogtam eloped upward4or remained in an elevated

position denoting increased structure, there Uas a corresponding
. .

itlirease in the number of items recalled as eyidented by'rhe histo-

grim. In five of the'six spans-analyzed high struCture spans pro-

duced statistically significant (p 4(.05) more recall than low structure
.

spans.

ItterTtetations

XI

The dings-support the theory of human communication outlined pre,
4 ^A

vious ysliyip. Roger Anderson. The fact that The theory predicted the
4 II(

observed outcones strengthens and enhances its'vaXidity., Additionally,

the two phases of this study showed that science content and student
. , .

'grade 14 l junior or senior high school level--did not affect the

overall steriority Of high structure lessons. One.point that needs

further study, however, is the'length of spans and their relationship

4

to knowledge acquisition. lads id evident.from the fact that in this.
.

study one of the longer spans of discourse utilized failed to show.-

lignigicant differences between high structure 4nd low structure
4 .

sante. The remake' of ibis study. nay,also be interpreted fo indicate

11

d
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that science teachers-should "give,conaideration to the imotint of

structure in.their lOmmunications particularly when the students are

expected to recall and apply this fnfoirnation in situations that are

openended'or provide minimum contextual cues to aid recall."

ABSTRACTpR'S ANALYSIS

One Cannot reflect.on teaching without realizing that teaching involves Q

communication.- Consequently'it is evident that any educational theory

relating communication and learning should be most useful.for educators;

Communication and structure in teaching, has been researched from ildany

4iewpoints. Gagne's learning hierarchies,Ausubel's advance organizers,_

Schwab's philosophical analyses of contentknowledge, Gutman's psycho-

.logical viewpoints of structure and Bellackts work with teaching

episodes or teaching cycles are just A few of the diverse studies .that

come to mind when one considers structure in teaching. HOwever; none

..of these research areas address themselves as pointedly to indepth

analysis of teacher communicated subject,mattef stfucture and the

quantitative determination of. leison structilre as does 0. Roger

Anderson's kinetic structureanalysis. Thus,.research such as' the

report reviewed here should reveal new insights into ,the prodesses of

symbolizing that constitutes a large part of everyone's schooling.
1

Although the theoretical framework for studies.of,this type was

developed and 'published approximately nine years ago, the'area has not

yet been thoroughly researched. 'However, there are indicationi that

the theory is beineexpanded aneintegrated into some long-range

research programs.,, One of the weaknesses of the reported studies

appears to be the narrow view of achievement as knowledge acquisition.

In many of the early studies the criterion measures werel)ased on

factual item or,discOurse unit or suhitantiVe'Work identification.

,This present .(reviewed) stqdy also measured knowledge level responses

by assessing free recall of specific communicated-facts/. More,retent

studies such as.those reported in the Journal'of Research,in Science

Taachinik by Mathis-and Shrum (1977) and Ferraro,' Lee, ind Ander;On

12
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(1977) have expanded the theory to'include broader achievement Clefini-.

tions-ehd more diverse sample or treatment groups.

Somesreseaich eVidence exists which supports the contention that other
f

\
types of teaching structure dd differentially affect knowledge. and

application:level achieveaent. peterSon (1977) utilized ATI methods

and found differential achievement effects when the criterion Measures

were essay and multiple choice tests, the treatments involved .

structu4, and the aptitude Measured-was.manife/enst xiety. 'Si"MiIarly,

Horak and Slobodzian (1978) utilizing'ATI met ds, lesson structure
t '

variables, and an Aptitude measure oflOoys of control, found differ-

ential aihievIment effects when the criterion meadures concerned

science content or science piOcesses, These other types of'school'.

achievement maybe differentially affected by the kinetic structuree-
!

of the.communicated discourse. Thfts results of the kinetic structure

, researth need to be expanded,into areas such as these if it is to prove

' most valuablehfor a11,edacatorS. s

f ;

In a recent'educatiorialsarticle,-Glaser (1972) pointed.out that

instructional- treatments ust be generated by.a systematicanalysis

of the kincls.of psythologi al processes called upon in each partidu-
.

lar instructional method and achievement measure. This admonition

may be most appropriate..for kinetic.structure research. The fact

_ that external organization of the science infbrmation is lacking
k

ill low kinetic structure communications ma fotcewsudents to utilize

other psychological ptocesses in encodin .the relevant inTormatiori.'

Retent,ion studies may provtde some insights into this area.
J.

This study Adds significantly,to the rationale underlying the basic

kinetic'structure theory. It'not only.expandathe generalizability

of.the theory to other science Eonteht areas, but also to other

grade levels.. Tgese reaulis have been further eictended'bi the more

recent articles previously cited (Mathis and Shrum,1977; Ferraro,:

Lee, and Anderson, 1977).. AdditioneArly this research study has yro-.

vided-a method for analyzing ti6,variationa in knowledge acquisition
,

. by developingcommunications that alternated high-and low structure

13
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spans:. The range of th9 mean structure coefficiente, fioweller, appeart
.

. . i. -. .

. 'to vary substantia ly between the two treatment communications. For

% .
)

the low-high treafm ri t ihe reported mean fundamental coefficientevary
,

from a low of.0.2'3'to a high of 0.48.4 For the high-lo4,treatment the.'
.

/

reported mean fundamental efficients vary from a low:bf 0.13 to a
.

u

high of 0.52e"' This differe tial treatment strudture may.have affected
.

I 5 .
.

,the results of thm.t -test analysis in an undetermiried way.
r 0 ''') ..\;.

In this research.repott it 1.1 'stated that, in atense, each subject

served as his other own con.rol Tor extraneous variables since the

performance qf the aubjects,with high. gtructure.....spaAg....wastcompart.d_

against,their perfotmance wlth low structure spans. From the
.

-report,

.it is questidnable whether this. is exactly true since,.for4xatple4;

subjecta with a high structure treatment .on .span twd,werekcompared.!,
I

with differenf.snbjects with a low struciure'treatment Span.two..

This was true for all Six of the analyied spans. The.n er of dial-

course units in each span was:not eqUalized to allay suchvi d'irect

comparison. ,.//

J .

. The4escription of the underlying theoreticalbase is most helpful.

The extension al the basic theory based on neurophygiological con7

. cepta is also very'useful.Crhis discussion is quite indepth and

-therefore quite informativefor readers not entirely familiar with
4 .

4

the presented theory. More studies. need to present t his type of in-
.

.depth,rationale. Thc identification'.and explanation of the stfucture.-

coefficients was.concise and understandable.ajdwever, a more

thorough explanation .oi the scCrinsprocedures of the'free recall
A'

t'sCwould have been helpful. One w9nders if there is a relationship ,

between the number 10.6 reported for low structute'span three and.the

. number 741 rei,orted for'high structure span one. 'If tistudent recalled

i.word that is a substantive word in four discourse units.in a span

does ihis word get tabulated in one or in four discdurse units? One

example of a scored span would have helpeO immensely. Additionally;

this may have been clarified by reporting the number of discourse

units in each span.
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Overall this research report is yery thorough. .It is' well.written

and understandable.. People not.fakiliar with kinetic structure

analysis of communicatidns can'profit from the overview of the theorY

that.is presented,. A further analysis of reportd cited and instruc-

Ltional methods employed in the design of the experimental research

may reveal that basically kinetic analysis of:communications may have

i large input on.indiyidualized.programmed learning. It may also A

affect future, textbook format and overall curriculum defign. More

teachers need to.Be aware of these findings related to knowledge

acquiaition and commUnication structute.
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BieddermanoTheodore A. "The Effects of Training on the Development
' of the Ability to Control Vaiiables." Journ4 of Research in
,Science Teaching, 10(3):189-2001- 197.3. 7

: Descriptors--*Coknitive Ability; Doctoral Theses; *Elementary
School Studeno; *Intellectual Development; *Learning Theories;
Psychology;.*Retention Studies;Acience Education; Training

Expanded Abstract end Analysis Prepared Especially ior I.S.E, by
Donald.E. Riechard, Emory University

Purpose

The Majot purposes of this study Sere:

1. To determine if the ability to control

acquired at an earlier age by students
:

extensive formai:training. .

.

variables could be

receiving relatively

2. -To assess the relative'effectiveness of exterualreinforce-
.

ment ind cognitive conflict-based treatments.

Rationale

4.

Th6.study is. grounded.primarily.on Pitiketian-research. ^Infielder and

ta
P aget (1958) reported thit children typfcally wete,unable to control

1 ,

riables until 14 or 15 years of age. 'The present sty sqpght to,,.
.

. . .

determine if that age level could be lowered.

Piaget's equilibration theory prw5ivideti ratiopale for the second pur-
.

pose defined above. Furth (1969) describes the thedry in writing,

,"the essential-point in the.'knowing-circle' is the internal structure.
.

Tile circle assimilates or incorporates the real event intO the struc-

ture and at the same time accommodatessthe structure to the paxticular

featureS.of the real event." The emphasis is on internal conflict

. which,uptiets existing cognitive equilibriUm. Learning results when ,

.11quilibrium is restoied through accommodatidh of internal cognitive

,structures. Tt'4 equilibration model is contrasted with othet theories

which place'a high-value on external reinforcement.
_

16 .
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Research Design( arbd Procedure

In

The subjects of thià study wore 27 fifth and sixth grade studenta from

a single school. The population.consisted of all of the students in

ehe two grades (230) less a special°class of slow learners. Students

were rindomly selected from the population and pretedted until 27 who

could not control variables were identified. he27 subjects were

partitidned evenly (9 each) among three groups: ,control, external

reinforcemedt, an4 internal cognitive conflict.

There were three test adliinistrations: the pretest (mentioned above),

the pofttest, and a retention test. Based on information given'in
7

.this report, the deaign cap be diagrammed according to Campbell .and

Stanley (1963) aS

0 . 0 .

0 0 0
2

0 0 N

A differeht teat form was used at each administration (observation).

The forms were all patterned after those used by Inhelder and Piaget

(1958) and. were identified as "rods," "springs," and "levers.' Each'

`prIvided a situation in whiCh
1
five independent variables and one

.
.

7. .. dependent variable were operating.
. .

During.the treatment phase, students in. the reinforcement.and con-
t.

.flict groups received-training individually. there were four treat-

sent sessions fOr each gioup.

Au reinforcement treatment focused on haliingthe student.repeatedly.

Carry out 31 properlY-cOntr011ed-e*peritenti. .The.predominant tactic.

was to talk the student through a'aeties of controPed experimtnts so
,

Is to reveal a consistent pattern of variation between the dependent

and one independent yariable. The Otudent.was then, asked,to prediei,

e the ffect on thf dependent variable Of a partidular ehange in the.

one indepapdent variable:

2. 17
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For the treatment desiined to induce conflict thestudent was led .

. 4 . ,\,1

throtigh a sequence ,of 31 expetiments in which two or three indeRendent e

. .,
variables were changed in each experiment. However, the change in one
, .4 .
of these variailles and the 4gpendent vat able followed a consistent

,

pattern givingmisleading support for est lishing an invalid rela-

tionship between them and for ignoring other changed variables...,

..

. Findings

At the time ofthe,retention test, nearly half of the subjects, were

controlling variables. The mean age of the subjects was 11.8 years.
4

*le post aFd retention test means for the three combinedgroups were.

found to .significantly diffeient (1) .01) from the pretest means,
.b.

. . However,1While the mean scbres were slightly greater for groups
, t

'receiving training, the differences Among the groups on any of the
.

three tests were not significant .(alpha ... .05).

Interpretations
A

The author concluded the following:

1. Numerous experiences with.problems requiting.the controlling

of variables can accelerate the development of this abflity

_for some fifth and-sixth grade children. 0

1

, 2. Conversely, some children's development of.the ability at

this age may be unaffected by formal training; :

,

S.

3. It'makes"little difference whethet the training'involves

expeiienceS including extetnal reinforcement, the .inducement

of.COgnitive conflict, or merely the'repeated posi:kg Of the
,

problemto be solved.,

*

,11
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ABSTRACTOR'S.ANALYSIS .>

.0fa11dity of the Study. The author seems quite safeAin concluding that

xternal reinforcement might,not be necessary for behavioral change to

occur. And such a finding is supported by thecwork cif Smedsluna (1961).

at

However, the faCt that all groups (cognitive-conflict, external rein,-

.filrceeent, and tontrol) made,essentially the.same gains raises some

I question About What is necessary for.behavioral change. ,Could the

gains have been the result of what Campbell and Stanley (1963).call

matUration, history, testing, or interactibn of testing and X? The

Author insightfully suggests a problem with testing, A Solbmon Four

GidUp,design would have been most appropriate here.

The question'on maturation/history Is still'of interest, however,. since
. - .

the length of the study.is not .given in the report. Not only.were the

posttest means for'all groups significantly higher than pretesi me/11ns

but all groups performed slightly better on the retention test than.on

the posttests. How long were the periods between pretests., posttests,

and retention tests? 6

e

;
Other questions rdght be raised abouethe three tesi forms ("rods, II

"springs,"-and "levers") used in determining the subjects',abilities

to control variables. Of major concern is whether or not the three

,,are equivalent forms. Further, the order in which the forms Were'

administered is nof entirely clear. One cani-only infer that "rods"

was the pretest, "springs" the posttest, and "levers".the retention

test.

The author found that at the retention test nearly half of the
. .

0

subjects were operating'at the formal operational level (substage'

MO. The mean age 'Of this group 'was 11.8 years. While that age

is\slightly lower than found by Piaget and his associates,.it is of

interest that other researchers have found formal,operations to

develop severaf'years later t s n 11.8 (kennerandliawsdn, 1971).

19.
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Research Design. 'The research design reported for this study is
... -. .,

. adeqUite. 'However., the description .of the_sampling technique leaves
. .

. .

_

some questions unanswered.' It is stated that the sample Was draWn
.

.1t -..

froly.236 fifth and iixth grade students. However, "a special'class

-

of slow learners was excluded from the population to be sampled."
. 0

The number of studen in the slow learners class,pas not given.

Thus,, what was the siI of actuld populatiOn?

The exact method of sampling is also unclear. Were 31 students

randomly selected and then that-group pretested "until 27 who did

not control variablts were identified?" More likely, students were

randomly selected one at_a..time from...the422...and pretested

until the 27 students.who would participate in the study were iden-

tifiid.,

'Finally, the aAhor does not indicate that tht 27 students were

randomly Assigned to the .three

been made (or reported if they

groups. If random assignments had

were made> the reseatth design' dia-

grammed abOve would have been strengthened great*

Suggestions for Written Reports. This written'report conveys its

message quite well. The abstractor feels, howevkr, that the report

. euffers gym Et very common problem. Namely,,it is the problem of

cOndensing.a rlatiVely lirgestudy (in this/tease a.doctoral thesis)

into a journal artfele. In this article, for example, the introduc-
.

tiovand discussion teem to içLi4e much more than is needed to

ess material can oftdn make an. adequately 40orm'the rea

011,

article diffieult tO follow.

What to inelude and what not to include in a journal article become
.

critical decisions. And these decitlions,are especiallY difficult

for the author,of the,larger.Tiece (e.g., the thesis) to make;

he/she is often too close to thestudy. It would, therefore, be ,

yisis for him/her to have a colleague:not connected with the study

to review tfie journal piece for=.clarity and preciseness.

20
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Doran, Rodney; Robert O. Guerin; and Joanne CavalieKi. "Ai* Analysis
.of $everal',1nstruments Measuring 1141a,tUre*of, §cience' Objectives."
Science ducation,, 58(3)`:31-.329, 1974. 44

DescriptorsVducational Research; '*Scientific Enterprise;
*Scientific Literacy; *Science Tests;,'*Tests°

Eicpanded Abstract and Analysia Prepared.Especially for 4.S.E. by
Lawrence L. Gabel, The Ohio State University .

Purpose
'

At
The general purpose of Otis study was to inVestigate-correlational,
associations between test instruments which, in the opinion of ae

A
4.

I.

.1

investigators, measured "nature of sclence ,objectives.. To- this end7
fivedgesearch'hypotheses were poSited. wilP be a positive coirre-,

A

lation betimen:
0

I-

A. The\"Nature of Science Scale" (Kimball, 1968) test and sub-
/*vita of the "Tetst:On the Social Aspects if Science': (Korth,
(1969).

, . , ..,,. . ...

The'"IcAtitire- of Scie,noe Scale" test and subtests of the
-n '' ',

*
a -

. )
-

i 0 .".Fience -Support, Scale" (Schwirian, 1968) (test,
. N.....!

C., Subtestsof the "Test on the Social. Aspects of Science'. and.
rs. . ,

.1 subtests of the "SCience -Support Scat e".test.
4

D. The suilteEleof the "Test.on the Social Aspects of.Saence."
, - ..

E. Tile the "SocialAspeatt of Sciente" test..
.

:

"

%

Rationale . ."

, 4 0 r
£ .1b 4 f

l
The-study is. couched inthe hameworlc of:recent trends in seance

,

teaching. Thap, isi:a -claim 'is ,made that science "edneators ,have- ...

.

'. .imaimi increasingly. concerned that students -.understand' more than
,.. . . .

.."-, facts, ccinceptss and technological applicat ns of science. ! Addi-. .- ...p . ; .

, tic:ma cerna-have been "that student nderstand hoii scientiets
..

a. 1

A'

S.

4.1t

operate, havh_eoirect atti,tudes aboviyidedde and Scientists,- and
a

A

`.!
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"know what:science-is really like." Objectives related.to theselatter

concerns are termed "Nature of.Science" Objectives.

-

After exAmining eleventegkt instruments which "had been constructed .

and Validated for Objectives Telated to the Nature of Science," the

investtgatdrs decided.there was little Agreement about the measure-.
, .

ment of unsierstanding of nature of science-type.objectives even though
. 4 . ,.,. . .

., .

..
.

the instruments II-contain many,common ideas and. stAtements." The study

xis undertaken to cast light upori" this obseTvation:
e*

6

. Nit t 4

'Research Design andyroce4urA

Four'criteria we're established to select.iftstruments-for the Study.

(1) "The instrument shouldoeither be broid and comprehensive in scope

or have pertinent4ubiesta.r. Reasoning --the nature of:science'as dia-
.

cuesed by ecience educators has various co6ponepts:- (2) "The item on

dhe instrument should be compatitae with.a 4kert-typ4response

formt." Reasoning--ThereLis not always a "correct" or,"indOtrect"

position with reqtrd, to nature of .science'obj.ectiveb. (3) "The

instrument should be,eseily'readable byihigh shool students.".
..1

Reascitlingthe study wAs to be corldUcted.'wifh.students in grades 9-12.
.

.

(4) "The instrument shOuld'be eiatively short." Reasoningthe

_instrument could be administered during one crass period, and students
it

would,not be apprehensive or reluCtant-to participate if not confibtfted

. With a massive, complex'instrument.

$

1

Three instruments were selected based upon thOse criteTia'. The .

"Nature of Science Scale".(NOSg), &the,"'rese'On.the SOcial Aspects.of
4,

Science"(TSAS), and the,"Science Sdoport Scale":1SSS). The TSAS and

the SS'S had aubtests; the NOSS. aid not.

Using four high, Schools (grades 9 -JI) the,investigators identified

approximately 300 students who were enrolled in-science courses. A

random'one-thiid ot each class was liven each instrument.
0 n

*11
r-
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.Findipigs

:0.
Students Chose the "agree" response m

.
ore frequently than the -strongly .

agree" response for most items and likewise for the'"diSagree" response

and "Strong?"' .disagree" response. (- Before the correlational analysis

was undertaken, "stronglY agree" ana"agree" respOnses were combined as
,

were "str'ongty disagree" and. "Osagree" ,,responses for each item of each

instrument.

To test the hypotheses, correlations we4 t9sted for significant differ-
f.'

ences. via the t statistic. "(A) Eleven correlation coefficients

greater than ±0.21 were considered significantly different froih zere

(cyz,0.051, N-69). .The results are summarize4 in Table I .

Table.

(Significant Intercorrelationa-Coefficients.
oqf TSAS Subtests, SSS Subteits, and NOSS

Variable TSAS-1 TSAS-2 TSAS-3 TSAS-4 TSAS-5 SSS-1 SSS-2 SSS-3 SSS-4 SSS-5

TSAS-2

TgAS 3

TSAS-4

TSAS-5

,SS$-1

SSS-2

SSS-3

SSS-4

'S86-5

NOSS

-.368

24

L5,9

l; I

HTF.E

.282

.285 .319.

.249 .324 '.490

%303 .248
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.1. Hypothests A was.not supported.

. .

2. , Hypothesis B was not supported.

3. Hypothesis C was not supported.

,4. Hypothesis DA4a5.sypported for 6 of the.10 correlations.

, 3. .Hypothesis E Was guOpOrted for 8 of the..10 correlat
4

Intetpretations

\ 4

'41

\

I
Possible explanations for students' tendencies to respond "agree" and

to*

"disagree" as opposed to "strongly agree" and "strongly disagree" were:

1. reluctance to "go otat on a limb";

2.. ladk.of complete familiarity with words ald phrases in the

instruments' gtatements; affid

3. agreement with part of a complex statement but disagreement

with another part of the same statement.

The investigators suggested an interview with subActs as a means of

understanding_this phenomeift"and the_underlying cOuses. HoweVer,

this possibility was dismissedvstatingvit "was not a major,dimension

of the study."

nth regard to the yesulting tests of hypotheses, the investigators

concludtd "that the 1tep4 used to measure broad areastok the nature

of science (gOSS),are not related to items that measure pertinent or

4eCifio areas of the nature of science (TSAS and SSS) ." It was also

.6-donc1uded that the TSAS and the SSS.instruments were measuring

separate 'domains within the nature of'science since subtestg of each

instrument were related within but not across instruments..

#

It was recommended that science educators,should give attention to -

outlining the entire domain of the nature of science in order to

attain relationships among the various, components. To this.end, 3
4

the.investigatOrs developed an outline by elaborating uponhe major

Components.
0
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1. Metnods and Aims of Science
.

2. Characteristics of. ScientiSts_.

. 43. Assumptions of Sdiencé

4. Protesses of Science

5.. Interaction of iCience with:-

A. Socipty

B. Technology

1. ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

I.

N
iihe reviewer of this research report agrees with the investigators -..

4 .w,

that objectives Tasted to die broad descriptive'phrase, nature of

icience,thave been-and continue to be important to science educators..

At There
4

is also agreetient-that instruments which are commonly construed
!.

. . .. . $- ,
.(not necessarily by.;;the. original authors) to assess knowledge or atti-

.

. tudes related to nature ot.sci4pe.are very diverse evenothough they
/ . ..

.contacn "common sideas ind Statements."
. .

4.

The title and introduction to,this researdh report led this reviewer

to hope the investigators had,attempted to' discover unity in,the wild

variety of these instruments in a way iomewhat akin to Bronowski's

descriptiOn of science As."nothing els thah.the seardh to discover

nnity in the wild- variety of nature..." (1965, p. 16). However, the

purpose--by now seemingly out, of .context--stated the intention' "to .

investigate die relationships between three selected instruments..."

Translated into research hypotheses; one finds that another corre-im:

lational study is in the offing.

:GiVen the contra4ctory nature of the rationale for the study, this

reviewer was surprised to see the research hypotheses stated in posi-

tive terms. Would it not have been more appropriate to have stated

the hypotheses in a neutral manner? That is to gay, does not the

rationale belle the possallity of expressing directional relation-
,

ships?.

't.



, The four criteria'and their resppctive)ustification for selecting

instruments were reasonable: However, they were.ained,.more at admin-

istration ot the instruments tie opposed to'subetantive isebes related

to,nature'of pcience objectives. If the studir was-truly'to be. "in

analysis qf eeveral instruments measuring 'Nature of Science' Objec-

tives,".more.criterih should have been offered. An exempla would'be,

"The instruments. should each coritain subtests whiCh purport to.assess

the same dimensions of the natbre of science."-
al

-With regard to the Ctudy.sanPle, the insrumentCLwere administered

to Approximately. 300 students at four area high schools who were

currently enrolled in science courses at grade levels .9-12 ..11 In a

researdh report it is important to specify exactly'how.many subjects

0 were involved. Where were these four high schooleApcated? How did

these students compare in terns of:' 1) pift science courses; 2)

interest fn science; 3) types of science courses in which cUrrrently

enrolled; apd 4) future aspirations? What was the strafification of

students by grade level by high school? A reader is always at a loss
-

to undercitand and interpret reseirchlindings%and'concluiions if.he

does not lvow a geeat deal about the study population and sample.

With regard to.data analyses andthe results and conclusions,. the

investigators stated that,,"Prior to the analyses, strongly agree

and agkee responses.were cotbine4 as were strongly disagree and dis-

agree responses'for'each item." -They claimed the procedure "is done .

4

with most studies using Likert scale responses." Notreferences were

cited to attest, to tile Claim or to give credence to the collapse of

.the data. This reviewer does not recall'collapsing of Likert data

as a counlion procedure in the context of the nlanned latistical

analyses. 'One would wonder why the collapse in response choices

was .not, done prior to administering the instruments ifin fact the

collapse procedure was planned a priori.

Nem: were three potential eXplanationg offered for the observation

k that students chose the less extreme responses mpre.frequently than

ehe more extreme "strongly" responses-71) students Were afraid to

I PI



a "go out on a iimbi" 2) students' lack of'complete familiarity with

SOe Words or phrases dn the'itatements;" and 3) "agreement with part

a complex statement and disagreemene with another part." The

latter two reasonA raise serious questions about the completeness of
41,

the Criteria used to choose instruments for the studY and the inves-
.

,

tigators' applications of those critefia which were posited. .

A Additionally, this researCh report.doee not describe a piloe study.

.Based upon the foregoini results and their potential explanations,

ont is reminded again of the crucial importance of conducting one or

more piXot studies prior to. a major study.

At this juncture, it is appropriate to point out that no statements
# .,

were made about instrument reliabllities in the context. of this
, .

particular study. The investigators evidently have décided,to join
.

.

the ranks of those persons who either,do not determine or who do not

t report reliability values. 4

.The investigators inserted a paragraph Into the research repollt which. ,

Compared the percentages of responses .on the NOSS.instrument. made by

students in their study to bhose made by scientists, science majors,.

Philosophy majors, and science teachers in Kimball's (1968) study.

Not only was it out of context (no rationali'Ji hypotheses prepared,

the reader for-such comparisons), it was inappropriate. Ah examine-

tion of.Campbell_and Stanley's (1963, pp. 5-6) short monograph will

Alluminfte this criticism.

The hypotheses and their associated statistical tests left this

reviewer with seyeral questions. Why were the research hypotheses
0'

stated positively when.the introduction leads one to believe the

investigators found "little agreement about the measurement of under-
.

standings" of nature of science.objeCtives? With the research

hypotheses stated in a positive sense, why were the correlations

"tested for significant differences from zero" using "all,correlation

coefficients greater than i0.21" as being significantly different from

zero? The invetitigators' means.of expressing themselves indicatethey

do not UnderStand differences between research and null hypotheses and

differInces-between one and two-tailed statistical tests.

28 ."tit



Additional questions must beraised relative.to the statistical Vests.

Why dtd the investigators base their tests on a sample. size of 69

wilen there were "apptoximatelY 300" subjects in the study? With 11

Ntetcorrelated *variables, did the investigators not recognize their
e

resulting decrease in alpha level?' Finally,. in interpreting their

'results table, why did the investigatoys conclude that ISAS-5 was

.noi.statistically-correlated Oith TSAS-3?''

( .

-

The rnvestigatorp ended their report withan outline of their con-i

ception of the domain of the nature of scienct. Without discussing

the merits of their outline, fhis veviewer would only suggest that a

research report is not the appropriate medium in which to introduCe

sucha model.

-
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Hibbard, K. Mictiael and Joseph D. Novak, "Audio-Tutorial Elementary
.School Science Instructionas a Method for Study of Children's
Concept Learning: Particulate Nature of Matter." Science
Education, 59f4):559-570., 1975. 4

Descriptors--Audio 'Active Laboratories; Educational Research;
Elimantary Education; *Elementary School Sciencel InstructiOn; .

AScience EducationC*Scientific Concepts; *Teaching MetOds

Expanded:Abstract-and Analysis,Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by'
Rodney L. Droran, State University of New York at Buffalo.

Purpose Aar

As:stated by Hibbard and Novak, "4 piimary purpose of this'siudy Was to

understand the cognitive structures which children develop with respect

to solids, liquids and air, whether on their own or through formal.
ft

-..elinstruction."

kationa

Citing research on science concept learning and that utilizing,A-T

instruction, the authors attempted to "show how pupil achievement of

science.concepts follows patterns conalstent with the learning theory

of Ausubel.,"'

A central hypothesis to this subsumption-based learning theory is

that mall learning-,acquisition of new knoOledge or reorganization of

existing knowledge is'based on new information impinging on the.
,

learner, and also on the particular cognitive structure of that

learner at the start.of the learning tasks."'

Reisarch Design and,Procedure

The one-shot case study was conducted with "childrn in four first-

grads classes in two elementary schools in IthacaoiNew Yorlu.." The

. 84 "instructed" childrenEeceived a four-lesson introduction to A-T

instruction and a "ien,lesson isbquence dealing with aspects of the
.PrA

t
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So,
1. IP

- 0
, ..

.
..

,

particulate nature of matter and effect of energy exchanges on particles

.
of U*ter." Each lesson required approximately 18 minutes for couple-

tion,,i .The instructional schedule provided for ope lesson to.6 .g

,

acc ompliehed each week.
e.

..",.

41,

The 38 ''uninstructed" children .rec"aved only the four-leitson1 intri2duc-

urry seqdence to familiarize them with A-T methods so they could be

tested subsequently via picture tests with audio instructions. The
A

O 'normal first-grade classes had, "little or no science instruction and

hence the 'uninstructed' group constituted a control group similar in
1

age and other experiences, but not exposed to A-T science Lessons,

Students in ehe 'uninstructed,' grOup were in the same schoo1i.. but

different classrooms,.than their 'instructed! peers. No-siatement of

N.

selection procedures wasAncluded.".

The evaluation procedures Used involved two formats,:

1. tests including 'production' and 'recognition' questions.

24: 'individual interviews modeled after Piaget's linicai

-technique.'

4

An example of a picture-pro n question was. "one.which showed a

'person standing near a c r glass bottle full of 'smelly' liquid.
. ,

The child was asked to p tend that the.smell could be seen and then

to draw the A.parallel picture-recognition question "showed"

a set of drawings, each with One same person and smelly substance but

each with a different representation of how a smell might be drawn.

The Child Nes asked to select the best representation of a "smell."

The production-type questions were administered before the recogni7

tion items to avoid cueing. Each child heard the typed instructions

to these tests via headphones. Children were tested in groups but

they were isolated from eachtother by cardboard partitions. One

hundred picture test questions were organized into four booklets and

administered to both groups of studAts over A two-week period.

Additionally, 25 instructed and-10 uninstructed children were randomly

selected and interviewed individually. "The interview technique



,

s'intiolved an individual child with hands-on material in a sequence of

questions calling for predictions, manipulations; observa
0

piots, and

implanationa.4 Two interview questions were vety similar to the pic-

ture questions, while the third, calkad U-tube*interview, was desciibed

as "a novel problem-solving situation." In this inietviek coffee is

poure d into two U-tubes one containing .witerand.tne othet only air
;

-and the child .is asked o smell,at the-othei end of each tupe:

_Responses to.all inte iews were taped foT subsequent inalysis.

The duration of the entire study was apparently 16 weeks (14'weekly
4

lessons and two weeks of 'picture testing) plus any delay'between

instruction and,testing (which was not specified) and time re'quired

tar individual interviews.

The children's responses were not scored. '"Instead, a systeni.of cate-

gories was derived to group responses for each question. The

eategories were intended to distinguish.between students 'with differ-

ent'cognitive structures in a certain conceptual area, i.e., the

relationship between a material end its smell." 4rThe.authors recog-

nized that there would be some variance in responses among those
. -

grouped in any single category. "This grouping of responses, while

it may make the data more convenient to manage and may.be functional,

potentially hides inforilation as to particular differences in

children's structures.".

Findings

With respect to the responses to the questions requiring students for

drawings of smells, the author's descripftons were the following:

V

1. 66 percent of the instructed (I) and4 percent of the

uninstructed (UI) children used dots to reOresent a -smell.

The temainder-used lines'or some other-forms of representa7

tion.

32
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IP

30 percent of tHe I and 2 percent.of the UI gtoups,drawing.

'shoves:1'0r smell going all around the.room, not just to a

nine. The others drew the smell going just to a nose or'one

place in the rooin.(
C.

3. 53,percent of the.I and 12 percent of the.UI drew a model

Oith the'smel1 origindting at or within the soukce of the

smell. The other children showed thesmell origtnating

above the soGrce.

23 percent-of.the I and more of the UI group used a dot model

r which showed the smell coming fromthe source and going all

around.the room.

Responses to questians requesting drawings.of the "inside of" a solid,
4

a liquid, and air were generally siMilat to the 'above, but the authors

recognized yat some student's drawings are "difftcult to*interpret

and thechildren's knowldge is AiLderestimated by this type.° 'te6t."

Interviews with selected children were.used to probe the limits f

cognitive differe tiation which may allow some insight into chil ten's.

lewrnig.

Prom,these results the authors believed that many instructed children

seemed to have develope\a more sophisticated model for.smelle and

die states of mdtter --man employing a particulate mtdel. However,

they questioned whether "th cognitive differentiation ill be use-
,

. .

ful 'for problem solving in new situations."' Related to- his question,

the results of the U-tube interv were citedl "The instructed

1
chi dren differed from the uninstru ted mainly in their.more prevalent

use of mechanisms to explain how wate could block some of the smell
\

than could the air." Thpir use of mecha isms may be an.indication of

the.increasing cogItive differentiation i "this concept area and

ability to, in a qualitative way, Manipulate everal relevant yetis-.

bles 'simultaneously."

The students,who were classified as'using particula mechanismifr

explain the U-tube phenomena (N..5) elso used particu te explanations

to the other two intervi Auestions. The children who isplayed:no

,33
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14.

ce

IMMtWAndAMkulth the U-tube.interView were,similarly unable to use any

explanatory mechanisms in the other interviews.

Interpretat Lino

g

Accordink to.the authors, "this study,shows that instructed childre

use a particulate Model to explain the nature.of smells much more,

'electively than uninstructed children, and that they.also use some-
4

what better explanatory models for comparing solids, iquids; and

iir." Further, some chipren."demonstrated their, masterY of fhe

new models by exploring them to.solve A.novel probleM involving the

'movement of liquids and air."

The authors concluded ihai the.pkirticuiate model uied in the instruc-,

tion "was compatible with the learner's cOgnit ye structureand,

f therefore, many children were able to synthesi )e and/or use a partic-

illate model of funells,fromttheir previous knowledlp and information
, *

in the,insiruction." However, such synthesis did not occur as

frequently with respect to 'explanations of solids, liquids, and air,
,

"presumably because the'lesson IhstructIon and the children's prior

knowledge were not compatible or the extenf of instruction was

inidequatef."
I

In sUmmery,-the atthors inferred that "development of basic Science

, concepts in children's cognitive structure is possible and should

result in facilitation of future learning in science and in reading'

or Mathematical skills where these involve sciehce materials."

ABSTRACTOR'S ANAIMIS

This study is not a comparispn of results froi differing 'methods of

'instruction, but an attempt to examine how children's cognitive

structures change as a flinctioh of'relevant instruction: A-T instruc-
,

tion was chosen,because'of its minimal need of teacher involvement and

34
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c.

,maie in stand dizing instruction. he concepts chosen have been

used exteniivIly'in Vast-science education resierch.,
.

*N4Plife'.

.

While getting any kind of a sample for reseatt6spanning several

months is. ctifficuit, it.wouid.semeappropriate to aim for largpr

samples, especially when, after seCondary selection and analysip, one
'4

'group is reduced to.a sample of fiVe. It seems important for the

readers to know-mcAe.jabout the sample'and him it was'chosen. Even '

a few brief comments about the school and:ttuneighhilrhood would have,

been helpful. A sample chosen from schools largely-composed 'of

children of,Cornell faculty may not be representatir of U.S. elemen-'

tarT schools.. Second', the method for choosing which children were to
."

receive the in-depth instruction should have been specitied. Compari-

sons between cognitive structures Of instructed and uninstructed
. ,

,..groups as reported here is valid if the groups are shown fo be

Similar or were chosen tandomly from some popuIatIkp. Student self-
.

_seleotion or teacher selection processes have been widely described

as potentially having biases. These threats to the validity of a

study.are important to all styles pf research. Assiumedly, the first,,

grade level Was chosen beCausi it is 'the'beginning year of fornal
-

instruction. However, a cross-44eCtion of students from other-elemen-
-,

tary-school grade levels would hav e greatly expanded the nature of

p ossible results and conclusions. The.duration of the instructional

prtgram seems sufficiently long but more details of the'contentp of

the lessons would have been most helpful..

-The authors' review of related research, specifically with respect to

science_ concept learnix, appears to be limited. Two of the studies

attributed to the University of Wisconsin It& D Center (7 & 9 in

Original biblidiraphy). were not associated with the UW research pro- .

gram. Further stUdies from the UW group'whici.h had particular relevance '

to the pictorial dimension of repreienting-partitulate modela of

patters were not cited (e.g. dissertations by Hasan, 1960, and Doran, ,

1969).4

It appears from inspection Of the article that the follojing understand-,

Apogs pay be within cognitive structures related to this content damain.

1.
35
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ny of the ideas incorpqrated here were from the research 'd tad pre-
..,.. .
ItiouelY' bi `Doran.,.. ... , 4 ., . .

9 . , , . ,
.

, , .

o-

.

Through work such-as that done by Hibbard aend Novak, it would be
'

poseible to support or refute such a model or some part of it. As not
all children follow the:seine learning pattern and titerefore possess

4

different cognitive etrtiCtUres, an underlyfhg uodel or framework would
. be helpful 'for insttuc_tion apct.eyaluatiO

I

I.

,
tith the arddition of heatt'solids change

., to liquids and liquids to gases ,

at
,

Partl.clesof matter move -faster anti!)
faster apart when heated p......- . !

.1.,..L

In solids, ,the -Particles are
pooled together and move
within a small. space.

7
In liquids the particles are loosely
clustered together 'and move about.

F.
Particles of matter attract each other..
Particles of miitter are in motion.
Particles of matter are very small.
Particles of matter have spaces between them.
Matter is composed of particles.

7

In, gisesthe particles are
far apart end move freely.

N

The different states of matter are char-
acterized by various densities, moisture
content, degrees of visibility, etc.

Matter can be described as being
'solid, Iiquid.or gas.

, . ,

Figure l.--HypotheSized Structure of Concepts

4



...T4liating procedure used. in thisltudy wag very extensive: 100

questions administered over a-two-week period. But noAescription

was included(of which phenomena were used in these lpo quektions,

i.e. ,how 'Many questions focused on solids; liquids, or gas'es? :With-

out such information, IX is hard to imagine the need for 100 questions.

Coreat-cartma,a_Ltaken, to_standardize.the instrudtions'and other elements

of the data collecting. Results of the "production" questions and
. _

individual rnterviews Were discussed-4n considerable detail, but no
, .

mention was made of kesults from;the "recognition" quedhons:
4

The categorization of student responses to interviews.and their draw-

ings is admittedly difficult: The abstractor is not sure what the

,investigators uniquely determined from this phase of the study, as

contrasted with resultslfrom the non-discussed "recognition" type

qtiestions: 'using questions with districtors constructed to represent

.specific misconception's and,errbrs, one can still distinguish between

, children with different cognitive structure (see Doran, 1972). it

seems that with the considerable amount of past research on children's

learningrof these particulate nature of matter cond3pts, such would

have .beet\ possible.

Research in this.conceptualiarea is pivotal betause of ith Use with-

-subsequent inetruction on.so. many topics. It is necessary for parallel

studies to explore the ability of the youngsters to manipulati-several

variables_simultaneously and other-,logital operations described

Piagetian theory. These Piaget-based studies could utilize some of

the .* such as'those useil in this study! Item ohe'could begin

to de

-Ausubet.

,,
Hibbard lId Novak have contributed significantly in a crucial area.

ly interactions between cognitive structure (a la

vcoperations (a la Piaget);

It is hoped that they:Will contintie.to.expIore the.mehy.dimensions

of sciende concept learning.
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Lawson, A. E.; F. H. Nordland; and J. B. Kahle. "Levels of IntelleeT .

tual Development and Reading Ability in Disadvantaged Students
and the Teaching of Science." -Science Education, 59(1)l13-125,
1975.

- Descriptors-7*gducational1y Disadvantaged; Educational
esearch; *Intellectual Development; *Learning,Theories;
Problem golving; *Readinglibility; Science Education;
*Secoridary School Science

Expanded Abstract and Aniklysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Blanche Bente Emerick and Frances Lawrenz, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Purpose

The purpose of the investigation was to determine the relationship

between intellectual development and.reading ability.

Rationale

Through references.to preVious esearch, the authors establish a

logical justificatio for their-larstigation. First, a connection

etween general.problew.sOlving capabilities and reading ability is

r:LOcumented. Then, reading ability is presented as a complex cogni-

tive skill with the suggestion that there is a link befWeen goner

cognitive ability and reading ability. :therefore, it is suggested

that since the Piagetian modeXis a comprehensive reodel of intelle -
(

tual development, a strong positive relationship shiould exist between

reading ability and the level of intellectual development as described

by Piaget..
Research, Design and Procedure 441

The investigation examined the correlations'among scores on ten

Piagetian task3 used to aisess levels of concrete and formal reason-'

ing and.problem-solviA abilities, and scores on the Sequential Test

Ed ational,Progress--Reading Form 3A (STEe-Reading) Educational

T T n0' Servica, 1956. The Piagetian tasks were: (1) sonaervation

C.
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.

el number, (2) conservation of substance, (3) conservation of contin-,

uousjquantity, (4) conservation of length, (5)'conaervation ofcree, .

(6).Conservation of weight, (7) conservation of volume using clay,

(8) conservation of volume using cylinders, (9) separation of varia-

blee,'and (10) exclusion of irrelevant variables. Reading scores

were obtained for the following: Reproduce Ideas Translate, Make

Inferences, Anal/ze Motivation, Analyze Presentation; Ctiticize, and

Total Score. 4
7

At

After administering_the Piagetian tasks to 506 randomly selected

students and constructing a frequency distribution of their total

scores from each of the 10 tasks, a subsample of 35 subjects.was

selected to complete the STEP rading examination. The subsample

was selected to be representative of.each-of. the Piagetian score

categories,from the frequency distribution. The subjects, 18 males

and 17 females, were attending an urban high school Which enrolls

predominately black and Spanish-Auerican students. The subjects'

ranged in age from 14.0 to 17.7 yeavl.

Finding*,

V.

The relationship among thE Piagetian scores and the reading abilitY
zor.

1A1

scores for the 35 students was examined,in various Ways. A seatteee

diagram showing the. re1ationshi0 of the Piagetian.total.score and

. the STEP Val score was presented along with the.Pearsoe prod

moment correlation coefficieht for the two variables (.70,,,p4r801).

. An analysis of linear precliction (the hypothesis of no difference

between ett;2 and rho2'was accepted at the level) ihdicated that

linear and significant relationship existed between the subjects'

scoreS on the two inst*Nruments.

.s

The correlationa among'each getian task.and total task score and .

thoreadint Oubscaleilknd total re sing score.were also presented.
4

tive-and-signifUantwith-the_

sore difficUlt tasks corrating more highly wiih the reading scales

40
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than did the easier tasks. Correlations between the Piagetian total

-*score and each reading subscale were all.positive and significant.

Interpretations

4,v

A

The-authors discuss why such a strong relationship, as evidenced by-.

their cGrelational results, should exist between reading ability'

and the growth of logical thinking ability. Their premise is Chat

before the subject can obtain a high score on the STEP test, he roust

be able to understand what he has read. Other research on this topic

is.examined and a tentative conclusion that the development of

logico-matheliatical mental operations precechis the development.of

linguistic skills is entertained: Two items'from the:STEP test are

analyzed to ascertain what kental operations are necesaary before

the questions can be answered. After this analysis, the' authors

conclude that "To improve reading comprehexision..., it may be argued

that what must be done is improve student's.thinking ability or

increase.his level of intellectual\development."

After reaching the above conclusion, the authors reassure the reader

that the school can indeed affect a student's level of intellectual

development, and that an ideal vehicle for this may be througt: the

teaching of inquiry-type laboratory and field activities in science.

Three studies are then cited which support this contentions

The authors summarize by stating that their interpretation of the'

results indicates that the present emphasis on reedit% instruction I.

as * means of improving language development and intellectual growth

N

is misplaced, and that.the provision of situations which optimize

tChe development of the lea er's Ability to think would prove to be

n'eo beneficial. The autho state that "This deVelopment is likely

to be obtained only when,instruction is designed with the present

intellectual level of the child in mind and when the childjs allowed

to intract with.the materials-of thi disciplines; with his _peers, and

with his instruetors to answer questions which,the child himself has

raised."

4i.
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This review addresses two levels of concern about the article. The

more fundamental level.characterizes the study as an exapple.of.

Piagetian research in thesbehavioralist tradition. -.!.D1 counterbalance

that method,of research, the Constructivist model is introduced. The

second level of concern about the article involves.the tiibinology of

the article and research procedures used in the studi..

Current American research on Piagetian q-uestions-falls into two prin-

cipal categories: behaviorist and constructivist (Emerick and Easley,

1978).. One type is exemplified in the article'being discussed; namely,

a behavioral' approi? to Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

The behaviorist approach postulate& a one-to-one correspondence between

mental operations and their surface appearance as behavior. On that

assunption, the article authors claim that the Observance of individual'

acts is sufficient evidence that certain mental operations are occdt-
.

ring. That type of research emphasizes classifying students based on
0

their performance on Piagetian tasks.
41110,

A different type.of Piagetian research postulates.that the relation-
r.

.ships between mental operations and subject behaviors caft be described

as many-many. Suth an assumption means a single mental operation can
4

manifest itself in &variety 'of behaviors, only a select few of which

have been described by Piaget. .Sitilarly, a given behavior can be ihe

result of the functioning of a variety of mental operations. In this

second type of research,study focuses on the functioning of.those

operations abd'how they r late to obserVed behavior:

The major proposition pr ented by the auth6rs of the article is:

14,

If reading ability cath-be viewed as being dependent upon;
or at-least linked to, strategies for attacking and solv-
ing problems which thempelves.are dependent upon the grooph
.oflogical thinking abilities, then there shOuld exist a ,

strong positive relationship between reading ability and
level of intellectbal development as described by Piaget
(*, 114),

42
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The authots then describe a study showing a positive, sorrelation

between reading ability, A measured ty 'the STEP re ing examine-

tion, and cognit ve development. An'snalysis of çhaing test items

follows the descri iop, demonstrating the plau bilitT of the

assertion that cogni ive.development s related to reading test

performance. Essentially, the authors contend that high performance

or the.relding test requires high leVel reasoning skills uch as

criticizing and analyzing. Thus, comnon sense would suggest that

improving pose reasoning skills Would inerease performance on such

reading,tests. On the other hand, improving language ability (which

is only i surAace indicaptbn of,mental operations arat might be func-
,

tioning), need not enhance the yenta]: operations generating those

surface indicators (behavior).,

Given the argument described in'th'e previous paragraph, of what s411- 7

ficance are the correlationalldata which are the heart of the aticle?

Are these data evidence that subjects the hypothesis to a criti41
,

\

test? iset a rationa demont4ration-of why the samelogical.abili-

ties affect behavior on both tests of intellectual development and.
\

tests of reading Ability more'convincing than is acorre1ational Study?.

It might-be argued that'ehe purpose of collecting d ta, as in the

.cOrrelatiOnal study, lies-in validating theories in "real' world"

sett1ngs.,4ehaviorists and constructivists part company over what

method shOUld.be used for such validation efforts. Behaviorists 7.
A

perform statistical tests to compare gxoups of subjects, while the

constructivis concentrate on.a small nuMber of subjects in order

to constructcmodels of the relationships between mental operations

and behaviors.

-

In the study described inothe.article, the collection and analysis of

data merely confirmed what.was later argued in the analysis of the

test items, that is, performance on the reading test probably relies

on the sane logical abilities aslperformance owthe Piagetian tasks.

W9uld it not be more.important and interesting to-explore theifacets

of that relationship and its supporting theory?
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.The remainder of this review will focus specifically on the terminoib

and samplift procedures in the article.

le
The arguments in the article are persuasive.unless ehe reader pays

close attention to the terminology and the role the terminology plays

in the logical development of the argument. Essentially, the tets0-

ology is imprecise and,therefore, elusive. Piaget, orhe one hand,

has defined p ecisely his meaning of logico-:Mathematical operations,

although the definitions might be difficult to comprehend._ On the-
other hand, i the article, concepts 'ilia as problem:solving capa-

bilities, 'probleditsotving strategies, intellectual dexelopment,

mathethatical mental operations, and thinking ability are.all terns used

without definitions,or even regularity. Repetition of terms would be

a smal price to pay if elew clearly dained terWs were to rePlace'
,

the var ety of terms currently in the article.

Examples of the elusive terminology are. "reading and language ability"

and "thinking ability." The authors' argument climaxes with the claim

that improving students'Ainking ability will improve their reading

and langUage ability,.. If reading and language ability is defined

solely as performance on the STEP test, then such a conclusion is

not very interesting, since translating and making inferences, anilyz-
.

ing motivation anl presentation, and criticizing certainly qualify as

"thinkin# abilities." In other words, thinking abilities include the

reading. abilities tested by the STEP test.' Thus, the climax of 10

auth4Prs'argument can be reduced to iMproving thinking ability to

improve thinking ability. If, on the other hand, th authors wish' to

argue; that reading and language ability is somehow irspecial form of
. .

thinking ability, there might then be some basis for the claim that

improving,the'generalakills enhances specific skills. However, the
4

ambiguity of those concepts in the article makes application of the

Ooncepts.difficuli for both educators and researchers.'

The.methodology of.the study raises some questions, especially the

Piagetian aspect of the research. Ail interpretation of Piaget's

work-different from that in the article contends that Piaget did not

describe subjects' behaviors on his tasks so that,those behaviors

44
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could be used es ideaures of cOgnitive development. To limit "correct"
.

.

responses'on a Piagetian task,tp a single resrionse, such as holding

all variables cdnetant xcept one, is,to define menipil opeeations in

terms of behaviors rather-than operationa. Such an approach pre-

' 'cludesconsideratiOn of subjects alternativ,e conceptualizations of
.

. the Piagetian tasks.. Alternative conceptualizations could result in

behaviors dev

!

atinif from those described by Piaget when he discusses

particular t a ks. :For example, if a subject thinks of the variables
e

in a problemas interacting rather than being independent, the subject
..

might test for the effects of combinations of variables instead of the

effects of independent variables. The first author has observed such

)

behavior and-reasoning. in subjecta.

;.-

The article dóès not provide a ritionale for the pOint system for

scoring subjects on the Piagetian tasks'. Iteaders shquld be,given

.an a0eptable explanation of why a correct response itegiven credit

equal to a correct explanation, or why a III-B classification is worth

three times as much as a III-A classification. Awarding points by

observing particular isolated behaviors is not a logical extension

. of Piaget's theory of development in that the\"value" of'a behaVior -

lies only in the role it. plays as intermediary between the subject's

mental operations'and the environment. Thirefore, to investigate the

value of a behavior, the res4rcher muet generate a plausible explana-

tio'n:pf the interaqpton of mental operations.and environment. Then

the explanation should be testedthrough observation of actual

behavior. The hypothesized explanation should be related not only

to a particular sequence of behaviors, but also .should be based on

a set of interconnected postulates (a theory) which attempts to

explain a larger piece of reality:

The sampling procedure for the study motivated several questions.

Ten.Piagetian tasks (only two of,which were attributed directlf to

Piaget) were administered to 506 randomly selected high ,school

itudents. The subjects then were grouped according to their scores.
,

Out of each group who performed within a range of scores, three or

four tudepts constituted the whole group so,t t random selection

was impossible. The practice of combining sub ets.of subjects who



'sometimes are randomly 'selected and sometimes comprise the,whole group'

is a'methodologically dubious_procedure. )Why was the correlation

studyrt done simply_on 35 subjects mto had been randomly selected *

from the high school population and who had been administered both

the reading eest and the Piagetian tasks?. An4, An u of 35 for this
.

'1-
study seems unnecessarily small since it is assumed the.reading test

,is more easily admirstered than the Piagetian tasks.

Why does the title of the article contaiwthi.word "disadvantaged"

When no further mention is made of the concept in the article? .Is

the reader to assume that "an urban high school which enrolls pre-\.

dominately black and Spanish-American students" is by definition

"disadvantaged"?

-,

The researchers sampled stuLnts in the 14.0 to 17.7 year age range,

a span of 3.7 years. .The potential correlations between age and itage

of intellectual development and age and reading ability was ignored in.

the artiCle's analysis. Also, it is peculiar that,.if the emphasis

of the study.is on reading instruction, why was it not conducted on

younger subjects; It is possihle the authors wanted to ensure that

both, formal operations and high level reading skills were represented

kn the sample. Assuming that readiAg skill and intellectual develop-

ment correlatepositi

(

ely with aget.it is'fortunate.for the r4searchers

that they tested the .1. deroubjects. jt was at the higher reading

skills andeintellectual development that thevorrelation was strongest.

. In summary; the authors were ingenious in justifying science teaching

. in terms bl improving leeading and,language skills. The integration of

the two sublects to the.mutual benefit of both is a topic worthy of

more research. For that topic, At is probably not necessary to incor-

porate the Piagetian theory of intellectual development. If researchers

are interested in the theoretical relationships of reading skills and

reasoiling skills, then precise definitions and logicallx developed

argument* are minimum requirements for meaningful discussion of the

topic.
A.
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Patker,.0. E. and Thomas Mertens. 'Programmed Instruction, Test
Performance, and Classroom Discussion." Journal of College
Science Teachinl, 4(2):103-106, November 1964.
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Linda
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Purpose.

fr

The.purpose.of this study was to investigate_thedpeects of selected

programmed units on the .test performance and the quality of classroom

discussion of students enrolled in an introductory college.biology

,

Rationale

. #

Studies examining the effects of programmed instruction on test per-,

formance are relatiVely numerous. In this particular study,the

authors have been careful to control spurious factors that frequently

influence.the results of programmed instruction. ,The programmea units

did nut differ from the conventional dnits in philosophy, emphasis and

examples or content.. Quizzes were announced 'well in advance and the

7.

Hawthorne effect was controiled.by experimental design. The second

hypothesis, that students tadght by programmed text will engage in

higher level classroom discussion.-has,not beet researched a exten-

sively as the first hypothesis concerning test performance. An intent

of this study was to add empirical sUpport to the tenet that programmed

instruction would enrich classroom interaction, thereby adding a new

dimension for the'use of programmed-instruction as a teaching aid.

Ressiatch Desir ana.Procedures-

Iiinety_studapts-were-randomly-divided-Ant-o-two-seet---ions-for-a secon

emester introductory' bdology class. The usual 'curriculum consisted,

48
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of 11 units of biology, taught by the lecture-discussion method with

'each unit having two lectures followed by.a discussion and quiz. A

test followed a four-unit sequence and a comprehensive final Was given.

For the study, four programmed units, which were written by the lecturer,_

.were substituted for four conventional units.' The four programmed units
..

d " were Cells, Moleaules, DNA and Heredity. Each section, which received

programmed instruction for only 'two of the units, was alternately the

oxperimental_orAhe.colltrql_group. The &Aga for an experimental

Sequence 'consisting of a total of foui urrits could be diagrammed aS

c+4 follows:

47

r .

(IR X0 X 0 XQ..A o 0 o o l 1 o' 2

L X 00 X0 00 X0 01 X2 02,

t

S.

in whiCh X = no treatment (conventional class or neutral-units) ando .

X1 -X
2 ...programmed iostructiOn units, Cell and Molecules, respeciivelyi

00 = unit quiz for the controlgroup, 01-02 = unit,quizzesfor the

treatuent group and 03. = the midterm test.
))

This design was repeated for the two:remaining progiammed units. -Sec7

Um' A was fhe experimentalgroup for the .DMA unit and Section B, for the

Heredity unit.

. To examine the test score-differences between experimental groupwana

the control gro.Ups, the scores were categorized a* high.a 80 .percent)..

and low (5 794percent) and subjected io Chi,square analysis. The

differences between the classroomdiscussion of the two groups were

measured by twojudges who tallied situdent responses according to an'

inventory Of high-low discussiOn level indicators. The judges were

also asked to write an evaluation of.the discussion and to note any

differenceletween the two groups.. They werelhot.told which groups

vikre.program instructed. The discussion results were also analyzed

with Chi-square analysis.

A

e'
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Findinks

ti=tb

The Chi-square'results indicated that a significantly.greater number of

studenis fell into the high categdry than into the low c4iegory ftor

three of the four programmed uhits. No significant differences were
1

notedioxe the DNA unit; On the two midterm teats and the fibal exam

"the aubjects'continued to score significantly highgr on the programr

taught material than on the conventiOnallitaught material.-

:1

Differencei between thetwo groups wereclessustriking for the class-
!

room discussions than for the test performance. The only unit in which

sistatistically significant difference occurred bexween-the two groups

was the.unit'm Molecules. llowever, the groups who wereprogram taught

scored-slightly higher in the discussion analyses for every unit; and .

when the tallies.from the four units were cumulated, a statistically
A

significant overall difference occurrecrobetween the'-two geoups.
.. :

Interpretation-

The findings of the report indicated stuaent13 taught with.the jYro-

grammed units improved In both test Performance and classroom

discussion. Due to theexperiMental design, which controlled for the

.

Rawthorneeffect, ditprences in content, eMphasis, examples an the-
4>,

uogn.f unannounced quizOs, the author attributed4the'thanges in
A

performance solel to the variation in instructional-techniques.

Li.Also the final e m scores'demonstrated that the initial difference
.

between experimental and control group did not fade by the end of he

semester.

40.

On arcourse.evalUation form students acknowledged that theyA,

more itom the prograimed units than frpm the bonventional-units.-

,However, tbey also indicated that the lectures were more interesting

And enjoyable. They.checked e40 programs'as the desirable number oZ

programmea unit., to be supplem ted into the course. The resultwof

this study suggest that p mmed te4bok.supplements could be Used -,

'al an effectiVe teachig-ad t9 bring meaningful varletY Into t

classroom.. -v..



UiiitACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study.varied from'other stUdiee'of PrOgrammed-initruction'in

some critical areas. 'One important one is'that the content of the .

lectures and programs were parallelAis the lecturer had'Written the

prggrams. An advantage Of any programmed instruCtioti is that it.pro-
. .

vides immediate feedback and reinforcement of respOnse. 'This seems

to be any:effective procedure. initially, but.gtOdents often 'become,
,

"

"program Wise" and learn to.make-the correct responSe without really

haVie to process the information. -A.criticism of programmed. instruc-.

.tion.is that differences tend to fade with time.- The author fientioned

this and attempted to measure'itiy giiiing a:Comprehensive final:at

the end of the course.

However, I think the notionyof differences fidingfwith time refers to

the effectiveness on the program being in-cantinuous,use. :.1f Initial

intereat'is high due to the-novelty of the teaching' prOcedurethis

;could:account for differences in'performance. The difference's may

dIsappear or fade with time after the 'students become accustomed to '
1)

the programmed method.

On the evaluation form the students requelted.that nO more than two
'4

'of the4I-even units be:taught with.progranmed texts. .The researchers
. ,

suggest that ehe programs be'utilized as supplements to the convert-

tionil prqcidurei rather than:as a complete Substitution for them.

In this context programs could serve as In effective instrument for

adding variety to normal classroom'procedures.

The eXperimental design, was effective for measuring the objectives

iid it-helped control threats:to.internal 1:Talidity that frequAnZ4
f .

plague studies of programmedlearning. The-aUthors attempted to

avoidthe Hawthorne effect-bY having 'each sectpn altdrnarely serve

as the experimental group anCby making iniragtoup cotparisOns. In

effect this could have servid-to heighten the novelty effect described:,

by Brecht and,Glass (1960,especiiilly,since each class was exposed'to

only two progtammed Units. but.ota total eleven. The unigueotog of
. .

. ".

4 ,

.-, .

3
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th4 method possibly resulted in the students focnsing their attention

more carefully on the content of the unit. If the programs are util-

igod to supplement.and to add meaningful ;variety as the author

intended in this study, than it may, be worthwhile to trade .ou t e
. .

effects of novelty as long as 14 is kept in mind.that the program

is not uniquely responsible for the differences in performance.

a

bnequestion that needs to be raised in the study is the Appropriate-

ness of %ming Chi-square analysis to test the differences between the

groups... The Chi-square is usually nsed for nominal data or the

median test'is'used to measure central tendencies'of the two groups

if analysis of varianbe would result in violating.the,assumptions,

which does not seem to be the dase here. No information wassiven
.164
lkomarning the range' of the scores or how.they.clustered withiTvthe

'groups. If the standard deviation was low and if the mean was. near

'the .diVision point between groups, it would appear that the numbers

_in the.two groups scould be manipulated to meet the standards for\

aignificance. It would have been interesting to see the means and

standard deviations and the F values of the groups tested.with an

analysis of variance. A rationale.forene decision to use Chilp.

square analysis rather than analysis of Variance would he1p.61arify

- these questions.

'Overall the study was written in a style that Was easy to'follow.

By using the programme& text!on a limited basiWthe yesearchers
#

demonstrated bow effective a programmed unit'can be'inAmproving

test performance and dlgssroom discussion and they avoided the

problem of boredom that often accompailes a programmed course.

The hypothesis that programme& texts used on a limited basis results

'in better test pe forlance iasupported.. The results of the impactr.

of programmed ins ruction or,classroom discussion are somewhat

supported, bui th& strength of that relationship is questionable.'
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Puusose

The study investigated the long-term effects of a two- to ihree-year

mo exposure to an inquiry teaching strategy on students' cognitive styles.

The cognitive'stylese the experimental and Comparison subjects were

assessed one and six years after the end of the treatments.

-
Rationale

.*

In recent years researdhers have become interested in ihe tactics

individuals se to perceive"and organize external stimuli.... These'

tactics are known as cognitive styles. One aspect of the research

into cognitive styles and their educational implications 'has focused

on the type of cues individuals use in percezing similarities and,

isubsequentiy, in categorizing their environments. This has led to

the definiflon of several "styles of categorization" and4their

measurement through the use of tests such as the Sigel Cognitive

Style Test etwloyed in this study.

iagan,. Moss and Sigel (19631) have found that individuals show a

steady, continuous progression from a relatively global Atyle of

categorization toward a more analytical one. In addition, they

found that an individual's style is resistant to large-scale change

.1apcause.individuals generally retain their relative stylistic posi-
!.'

ilions relative to each other.

40
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-Several investigators have attempted to shift Students'. styles toward'

pore analytical ones. Davis (1967). reportslittle success in'training'

students to be more analyticaliin condept identifiCation-tasks.

Scott (1966, 1970)'iiPorted some success but his study did notsettempt-

to assess whether the treatment had any lasting effects. 'This study

)attempted'to aesess the permanency of style changes in students.

\

AseearchDesiProcedure

(I
cit

The paper presents the results of two separate.but related.studies.

1The authqr refers to one as a longitudinal study and the otheeas a
*,

cross-sectional study.

The independent variable for both studies was the level of exposure

to the inquiry strategy teaching method originally Proposed by Suchmane,

.(1960) and modflie'd by Scott (1964). ,Two levels.of treatmeht were

used: no exposure and two or-three years exposure during the .subjects'\

upper elementary and junior high school years.. 14 the longitutinal

study the dkposure occurred'in science classes during grades 4, 5 and

6 while in the cross-sectional study it occirred during grades 5, 6 and

7. There is. no mention of $e actual *amount of fhstructional time

spent using ehe.inquiry strategy nor any indi ation of procedures used

to ensure that.the strategy was iiplemented ppropriatey. However,

the author
mr
indicates that careful queskion g of the subjects revealed

that the comparison subjects had never b n exposed to this strategy

and that the:exposure of the experiment 1-subjects was limited to the

treatment period.

! The dependent variable for the studies was the stpdentst styles of

categorization as mealered by the Sigel dogative Style Test (SCST).

The SCST consists f a series of cards with three pictures on each

Gard. For each-ca e subject_indicatis which pairs of..pictures

are releted and.give reasons for'the c4ices. Each grouping and the

reasons given for that grouping Ire scored as belonging to.one of six

styles of categorization: descriptive-part whole (analytical),

55
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desc4tive-Whola (non- ilytical),. reletiotial-contextual, categoticak

functional., categori -classnaming or categorical-attribute.7A

student's total score foi a,category4s simply the number of pidts
#

hebr she.hae grouped pictures using that style. of dategorieatiOn.

For this study only the twelve (12) picture cards common to'the

(male) and F ,(female) foram of the SCST were uledj

reliability for this modifikd form of the SCST was found to be 0:76

(n

The subjects for the studies Were drawn from four large, urbanhigh

schools. For the ;ongitudinal study there were 16 eXperimental sub-

jects and 16 comparison subjects. The comparison subjects were drawn

from,an area which"; in 1966 (when the first test wai administered),

had a similar socioeconomic and cultural background to that of.the

area. in Which the experimental subjects lived and had siOlar tenth

,grade achievement test scores. The subjects for the cross-sectional

study eOnsisted of 26 experimental and 34 comparisons.. The comparisons

consisted of two classes Of high ability high..saiool students. Not all
.

of. the experimentals were in the high Ability track,-thus the codpari-

son group had a ,slight edge over the experimental group academically.

There is nolindication of ,random assignment of students to treatments--

the students appear to,hayeAllicted to receive the'treatment.

;Xhe researCh design used for the longitudinal groups is shown dia-

gramatically in Figure.1. The design appears to be a modification of

the static-group comparison desigitdescribed by Campbell and Stanley

, (1963).

INV

X 01 02

fn 16 Oi
,..

0-2.

fp

X - occurred in gradei 4,'5 and 6
01- at the end of grade 7
02- prior to high school graduation

Figure 1: ,Experimental Design for the Long tudinal Study

-4R

research design uad for the cross-sectional oupe is shown in

Figure 2: It is a static-igroup coMparison desi ( bell.and Stan1e);po

1963) with the post-treatment observation delays for several years

_afar the treatment. The author implies the. expo mental'subjecta for
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this study were the same Students that took part in his p vious

study (Scott, 1970). HoweVer, he does not re .the previous data ,

ndr indicate how these students' scores dhanged ver time--the only

.comparisona made are with tile comparison group.

nA026 x x - occUrred,in grades.5, 6 and 7

fl
,

0 0 prior to high sChool graduetion

Figure 2: Experimental DesiiNfor theCross -sectional tudy

StatistIcal comparisons of the experimental,and comparison gr ups

were made for east) of the six sub-scores of the SCST.for each of

the three.testing periods (two for the longitudinal study and one

for the cross-sectional study). Chi-square was used to test for

significant differences,between the experimental and comparlion

groups. A 2 x 2 contingency:table was constructed for each of the

six SCST categories with the median score in each category.being used

Eo determine whether an individual's score was high or low. The four.

cells were.low experimental, high experimental, low coMparison and

high Comparison:

4;

' Findings

The'analysis. of the resnits of the longitudinal study indicated that

'students who, had be'en exposed_o the inquiry teaching strategy had
significantly higher descriptive-part whole (analytical) sco,yes qn.
the SCST than the comparison groups for.both the 1966 testing and

the 1971 testing. There were no significant differenced between the

longitudinaligroups for any of the other five 4CST categories.

'The analysis of the cross-sectional results indicated that the exper-

imental group had significantly.highlit. scores on threeiSCST categories:

descriptive-part whole, descriptive-whole, and:categorical ...attribute,

than the-comparison group%
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The.median scores.of .the two comparison grouiis.(the longitudinal and
i .

. . .

'the cross -Oectional). appeared to be quite similar for'all SCST cate-
, ,

.

gories except for. categorical -ciassnaMing. The author Attributes

the apparently higher performance of. the'cross4ectional group on

this categoey to the fact that all the students in this group had

, high verbal abilities and were in the top academic ,track.in school

whereas not all the members of the longitudinal group were in this

: track.

A non-statistical comparison'of the two experimental groups on the

pre-graduation,tests indicated that the median scores for the longi-

tudinal grout) were consistently lower than those"of thqicross-

sectional group for all categories of the SCST. The author attributes

this to the fact that the cross-sectionargroup had more hours of

exposure,to the inquiry method.,

.t Interpretations

The author concludes that, since Similar results Were obtAned from
,

both the. cross -sectiohal and longitudinal studies, the'inquiry strat-

egy method influences a student's.ability,to claslify objects towards

.a more descriptive-part whole (or analytical) style. He cites a

-number of studiei to.support his view that the development of an

analytical ability has important i lications for increasing"student

'achievement in such disciplines as fnathematics and science. However,

he 'Indicates that,the development of such an analyical orientation

, could hamper creativity and productivity in'such'areas- as the arts

and humanities and points out the niad for further. research ,to

losess the total impact of inquiry strategies on studen ts.

ABSTRACTOR' S ANALYSIS

. /
Althoudh there is a long history of research in education and psycho-

logy-relating to hOw individuals perceive their environments, process

sOnsory information, fona concepts, and solve problems, i$.s only
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within the last 25 yeafs that research in these areas,has been organ-

ized and integrated using the conceptiof cognitive style. Much of

the researdh on cognitive styles has focused on the field-dependent-4,

field-independent dimension. The research relating to this dimension

and.its educational implications are summarized in a receni review

(Witkin and others, 1977). Kagan, Moss, and Sigel (1463) defined a

related dimension which they termed,a persop's style of categoriza-

tion. We Sigel Cognitive Style Test (SCST) was developed to assess

the various styles of categorization. This conceptualization of

styles and SCST do not appear to have beer) widely accepted by

the research community and are cited only rarely in the recent liter-

ature.

The study under review apPears to build logically on the conceptuali-

zation by Kagan, Moss, and Sigel (196) and related studiest(Davis,

_1967 and Scott, 1967 .and 1970).
. However, there are few follow-up. %.

studies since this area of researCh appears to have fallen into.dis-

favor. Another reason for a lack of 'follow-up studies.may be the

recent eMphasis on adapting instruction to the learner's aptitudes and

.cognitive styles rather than atteMpting to miodify the learner's apti-
.

tude or cognitive styleh.to suit the discipline. !.The more recent

approach is more defensible on morkland ethical grounds becaue modi-

fying something as basic-as an individual's cognitive style MAY have

-undesirable side.effects. The possibility of &detrimental aide

effect of a shift to a more Plyticar style is indicated by Lee,

Kagan and Rabson's (1963) finding that an analytic set could hamper

.eveativity and productivity in areas such as the arts and humanities..
1

The validity of the study is weakened by the research design employed.

The static-voup comparison design fails to control for selection and

mortal4ty as well as for interactions between selection and such fad-.

tors as maturation and the experimental treatment (Campbell and

Stanley, 1963). The study would have been improved by the use of a

research design sudh as the One depicted in Figure 3 which combines

the elements of a time series design and a nonectuivalent'control4roup

design ta increase internal and exteinal validity. The design would

have.been fu her strengthened if the sUbjects had been randomly



assigned to treatments4 However, random assignment is not usually
r a

possible in the real (mild of classroom research.'

;0 X 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5
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F1gure-3: An Improved Research Design

,

The-vader would have more confidence in the validity of the findings

if the author would have been more-specificAbout the extent and.
7F

nature of the experimental treatment. The, author indicates that the

experimental subfectswete exposed to the in4uiry strategy over a iwo
1

or three-year period but provides no indication of the actual number

of ouri sipent using this. method. The.author appears to have thts

information because he states that "the cross-sectional group had

more hours of exposure to the inquiry method. . .than the longitudinal ;

inquiry 4udents" (p. 329). Unfortunately, the author did noi include

thip-infcirmation in the .report. .There is also no indication that.the
,

classrOoms.were monitored to ensure that the intended treatment

ocCurred as planned.

t

It would be unfair to criticize the author for using the relatively .

rare SCST because when his researctikegan in 1962,there were no 1 er

measures,of cognitive style suitable for, use in classroom situat ons

However, this does,point up the dangek?Akof attempting'research ,

especially longitudiaal.reaearch, in.an area wfieretandard te ts .

'have not been developed.
l'

1

Since the SCST ls mot well known, the author should have been more

careful in describing both the test and the scoring procedure used.

Thp text of the report appears to indicate that the SCST is an

ipiattve teatthe sum of-the six sub-scores for each suOtct equals
;

twelve because each subjett resOonds to twelve cards with each

fesponse being asaigned to ohe of the six categories. However, a

iltudy ofthe medians given in the data tables and a related-report

0 Ocott, 1970 indicates that the SCSTAs only semi-ipsative since

A subject may make more than one response per card, ,Greater clarity
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in this seCtion of th report would have been'heipful in interpret-
).

ins the results.

4

The Authordestribea ih procedures he used for making the statistiCal.
;

comparia onit'wlih'refres ingclarity. :However, hemeglects to mention

that the procedure he .i following is for the,median pot for two

independent samples (Sie el, 1956).- The procedure he followed is,

correct, pr7ided nl. + n is greater than 20 and.the expected fre-

quency in every cell is reater than 5. Hopefully, these .conditions

were met. A reader woul have more confidence'in the results of 'the
..... _

tests if the authpr had amed the test--the reader would then assume

that the author was at easti-aware of the'limitations on the tests.&
44

(I

The posiltion of the aut or's Statement that the rejection level for

the statistical tests as Itet at'0.05 iMplies that he reCognized the

need for establishing ejection limits before the tests were run.

The author deserves c. nin endation and emulation.for this, fact alone.

It would be a welcome change if the educational- research,refletted

the fact that resear ers recognized the need for establishin rejec-

.

tion limits before t e tact and then Used estimated effect siz and

pOwer an4ysilB (Coh 1971) to determine the sample size they needed.
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purpobe

The purpose Of the project was to explore an alternative to the lecture

format widely used in general college chemistry. The model selected

lor field"testing in this study,was the Personalized System of Instrurc-

tion, PSI, developed by F. Keller.

Ration11111.

(

Recent attempts to improve student performance in College science have

resulted in new aPproaches to individualiziUg.instruction,- Progratmed.

. texts, modular self-pacing units of study; and co4puter-assisted .

instruaional formats are being used more .widely in the hi.gher educa-
,

tion. Encouraged by the results reported.by other inVestigators using
,

he self-pacing mode, the author decided to test tbe PSI model against

the more traditional lecture format.

Research.Design and Procedures

4

The study sample was drawn from eight sections of general chemist\ry

(111 and 112) during the school years of 1972-73 a41973 -74. 'Students

knowingly'selected either .A sectionSAlecture/mornings).or B sections

(PSIlafternoons). Students, mainly freihmen ind sophomores, were

pursuing programs of study in biOlogy and..the health-related sciences.



.1

1

e,

jewth'treatment groups.shared common (1) textbooks, (2) weekly laboratory

, perika, and (3) final examinations. A bwo-hour department final exad

A

concluded the4first semester' ofi,itildy. The ACS Cooperative-Examine-

tton in Gineril Chemistry was givensat the end of the second sedester.

Students'in Section4 wete given four 507iue .lectures per week..

Seetion B students were given one 50-minute lecture per Week plus
F .

.

.. three 50-minute testineperiodS per we k....Addit)Opally, B students
,-, I. * 4 N., .. ...

Ante-aided hy paid tutorial upperclass chemistry majors... They moni-.
.

.., -- . v.. v
..,

.. tored student.progreas through 20..units of material 'demanding 90 percsnt
1; ':-..

,
,

. . ' mmiteLy,of eadh'uniti Comparison data'fbr'evaluatine the two.differe4
. ..

*.instructional fOrmats.were gatheted from scores obtained on both final.

Aixaminations. Correlation co:efficients between'the five_ACT (American

. College Testing),parameters and three variableswere obtained for the

-eight.settions, The three variables examined were (1):final exadina-,.
.

. tion scores;.. .(2) total.points earned in course, and (3) cueulative
.,.

t

glade point:averages:

7iinding4

p.

Waged upon 4 comparison.of-final ,test'scores at the.end of:the fitst

teirm.of study, students in both A and B sections demonstrated'about

40.

equal performance. Similarresults were attained by bOth groups com-

pleting the second term of'study in 1.73-74. However,,for, the second

term of 1972-71,PSI students achidved.significantly'higher scores On,.
1.

the ACS - Cooperative Examination than did their lectured counterparts.

Of the.five ACT 'Test parsmeters, student mathematical scores were.

found tocoi'relate with eah of the three variables more frequenOiy

and With the highilt level of. confidence.

db. ,

Reported also.was the fact thap a far higher percentage of A and B

couise grades were Awarded t PSrAtudents over the two-year trial

period.
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n erpretations

The'author concluaed from the test results that PSI styderits were learn-
6

ing at about equivalent.levels to students oficomparable ability in

;Icture sectionS. Nonetheless, the mean score of ihe 1972-73 PSI

sections were higher on the ACS Cooperative-Examination, ihe second

semester chemistry final-exam. This difference ih performance was

attribupd to better mathematics"ability deMonstrated'by PSI students

on the ACT Test and not tit) the method of instruction.

-.. A1 ,
In evaluating the course, pup4:observation supported, the notion that

PSI students left the course with a bettee,-leeling about cherastry.

The author suggested in. his assessment of the Course that PSI students

4tppeared more'atively involved in the course and attained bettef

retention of. material. He implied thaf self-pacing'aeveloped in

'students a more positive feeling about chemietry and.that, in'general,

a better attitude,about learning was engendered.

\I

o

The study, herein reviewed, fs but-one of many being reported in the

literature. It attempts to ompare and evaluate student performance

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALISIS

resulting from two different pproaches to college instruction, e.g.,

lecture versus self-pacing study. The findinis here fail to support

the superiority of one instructional forma over the other. Neverthe-.

less, results do Underscoreithe'conVntion that .the PSI approach can

be an-effective alternative teaching/learning model when'certait

conditions are met. Teachers do teach and studentdo learn.' But

does it necessarily follow, then, that all students learn-better wben

taught by the self-pacing nethod? The larger body. of.research purport-

ing to compare the.effectiveness of PSI to'the lecture approach seems

to suggest. an answer in die negative. One generalization 48 most

frequently offered by investigators assessing the Keller model: PSI
'

enhances and improves student attitudes toward'1164ning. Ihe author

of this study concurs with that assessment.
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The Personalized System pf Instruction, admittedly, is ajairly recent

lmmovation at the college lel*. The advantage is that students, given

precise al objectives, can move through a module of mateiaX

and master it at eir own pace, Its major limi-tation iedides within

its own mlphodology. The habit of procrastination may.not be effec-

tively managed by
Ak

some selft.pacing students.

Therefore, to al,ggest that only PSI stud,nts becoie actively involved

in the learning Process is todiscount the concept of individualizing

instruction. Learning styles differ greatly among students. Teach-

ing styles and formats also differ. The problem, then, is to find a

proper fit between teaching formar and a particular learning style
Or

which produces maximum student performance. Certainly, PSI may be
,

. ane of many approachea. to effective instruction.

-s

Given the requisite tools?'skills, and yagnitive development, the idea

. of making A student, personally responsible for his/her learning is not
4

a.new.concept in education., It was not the furpose of this study to

advance or, explore new ground...

The study!s research design was carefully planned and executed. The

sample was limited ba adequate, and controlled for comparison pur-

poses. Quantitative perfortance data in the fórm of student test

scores were collected and tabulated in table form. Correlation co-

efficients between selected parameters and significant variables were

obtained at the 0.01 and 0.001 confidence limits. Comparative analy-

sis of data gathered froi the two treatment groups.produces no

significant evidence tosuggest that a Personalized System of

'Instruction was better or worse than lecturing.ta'students in college

chemistry courses.

p

. N

dti One wonders.if other variables aside from instructional format isight

not have a greater effect upon improving student perfortance. Indi-

viduallied learning styles of studdhts most certainly affect the

teadhing/learning relationship just as teaching style does. Instrudtor

enthusiasm'for his subject or a dynamic personality may just preclude

the superiority of one instructional approach to another. Gifted

66
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p.
teachers cin.be found amongst lecturers, demodstrators, and facili-

,

tators in education throughout history. What attributes are the Minch-

marki of gifted and-effeotive teachers? What formal training in theory

and practice should be required:to produce.competent teadhera.in higher

education? These qubstiods pose problems for on-going resear all .. What

, this study does support strongly is the contention that_PSI options
v

should be.made available to students in cousees that are freely

entered into by.competent faculty.

Perhaps the best way to'insure improved .student performance is to

guarantee improiainstruction. Much still needs to be done in the

area of training college teachers to teach effectively. Irrespective

of degrees 4eld, many college teachers have little or no professiihal

background in education. None hold OrofessioAel licenses or:certifi-

cates to practice their teaching skills in higher education withinft.

single state. Maybe state licensing boards need to be established

to set standards and review credentials of those'seekitg teaching

positions in higher education. None presently exist.

Reference
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.A NEStONSE TO THE ANALYSIS OF

,

More., Kenneth D..and Jacob W. Blankenship. -1Teetthing Basic Scietice
Skills through Realistic Science EXPeriences in/the Elementary
School." by Donald E. Riechard for Investigations in Science
EdUtation . 5(4):12-18, 1979.

. ,

If

by

Kenneth D. Moore
. Universityof Science and Arts of Oklahoma

In reviewi g the abstractor's analysis of our article, everal.co1its
appear to be in order.

\ First, th use of the word "frugal" in the leading sentence o the

\ second pa agraph of the Written Report section- appears to be mis ead-
,

. ing as,to the Abstractor's intention. The use of this word imggests

" that the abstractor found the study 'lacking with respect to our\

.presentetion of Telated research and with yespect to-a rationale for

the study. However, this.is inconsistent with the.subsequent comments

imthis paragraph.

The abatractor further notes that the study is weak with regard to

vilidityand reliability. Although "construct validity" of the assess-
I

ment instrument has been established and ieported, the abstractor is

correict in reporting that concurrent or predictive'validity.of the

assessment instrument has not been established. This limitation

tshOtaid be kepcin mind by potential users of the study results.

Since it was,not expedient to administer the assessment instrument

to each respondent a second time, 1 tend to agree that reliability.

has hot been rigorously eitablished, However,.it qtruld be noted

that'.th4is research study deals with averages and theSe averages will,

of cOurOlt, be much more reliable.than individual responses. More.-..

over, the\randomixation proceduie utilized in this.study greatly

\kances t e reliability and external validity of the finding's. The

auth rs therefore feel the feuita can be generalized to the elemen-
.,

tary teacher population witI a fair degree of confidence.
,

A
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, In h s closing remarks, the abstractor concludes that the study dOes
.

/
not < create any new or unique knowledge, He further suggests that

. , .

"providing realistic science xperiences" becomes a high priority

,.4'
need factor only after other higher...priority need factOrs have been.

'pi,.
wr

Ati
'et. These_closing remaiks suggest that the.Abstrikt r incorrectly

.interpreted khe findings. 4
The authots 84gest that the identifiedefactors (Table 2, page 3441,

r-Science Education article) as well as the high loadineitems of each

of the identifie'd high priority factors needs to. be reexamined.

.Although the authors do agree that this study confirms the findings

of past research in that-the most apppriate programs for science

education appeat to be those which ptov e "realistic sCience exper-

iences," the Study goes beyond mere confirmation. The restilts. suggest

that science teachers view Yproviding realistic science,:exrretiences"

as being a higher priority need than such needs as tho e in the areas

of discipline, reading, writing, mathematics, and spell ng. Further-
.

more, an examl.nation of the high loading 1.0Cma on facto need I

"Zroviding realistic science experiences" suggests some ot the con-'

straints-which seem to be keeping science teaChers from providing

these 'more approptiate "realistic seience experiences" in their

'classrooms.

While there is disagreeient on several points, the abstractor has
,

made several enlightening anevialid points which. if addressed,

yould make this study and fUture similar research much stronger.

We wellome and wish to thankIhim for his critical analysis of our

work.

4$t
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RESPONSE TO 'THE ANALYS.IS OP

Peterson, Kenneth D. "Scientific Inquiry Training for High School
4tudents: Expeamental Evaluation of a'Model Program," by
John R. Stayer. Investigations in Science Education, 5(4):
29-36, 1979.

. by

Kenneth D. Peterson
University Rf Utah

0
4

I appreciate the critique of my recent research report (Peterson, 1978)

which appeared in Investigations in Science Education (Stayer, 1979).

It is of service to researchers to have pertinent and responsive reviews.

)There were a number of questions raised in the critique which, I'think,

areNinswered in the orlginal article:

41

1. Only one scientific inciOxy assessment instrument was used in

the study.. It was administered to half of each of the three treatment

groups as a pretest and to all/subjects as lpposttest. .No pretest

experience effects were found.

2. Variance explained by treatment (omega squared) Uor each of the

15 dependent variables ranged from .02 io :64 (not .04).

3. The icientific inquiry training treatment group (SI) was

supekior to the verbal instruction treatment group (V) on 6 of the

15 variables; the VI group was superior to the SI group on none.-

.The posttest means,and standard deviations are presented in Table 1.

They were omitted because of space limitations..

N./
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Table 1 (

Posttest Reaults--Treatment Scores: Means an-ci.Standard Deviations

TREATMENT GROUP

Project Physics

(N24)

Verbal Instruction

(N17)

- Science Inquiry

(0.26)
Mean. S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1. Number of Variables 4.29 1.51 8.65 3.35 9.77 3.53

2. Varriable Points of View 1.71 .53 2.47 .82 2.96 .g8
0

3 Uncued Variables .12 -.26 .1.00 .92 1.12 1.20

4 Divergent Variables .21 .4/ 1.06 .89 1.96 1.94

5 Number of Questions 4.17 1.57 8.06 2.54 7.12 2.63

6 Question Points of View 1.83 .55 2.88 .84 3.12 .85

7. Irlcued Questions .37 .56 .59 .93 1.00 1.55

. ivergent QuestiOns .54 .69 .76 .71 1.85 .1.93

9 ation Criteria .96 .75- 1.88 1.52 2.77 t .95

O. Experimental Components 1.79 1.13 2.53 1.56 4.19 1.06

1. Num6er of Generalizations 1.25 1.13 1.53 .98 1.27 .50
1

2. Form of Generalizations .71 .43 .53 .53 .65 .48

3. A itfons to Investigation' 2.08 1.02 2.53 1.42 2.15 1.41

4. Sc ence Processes to 4.p 2.72 4.65 1.94 8.23 2.15
,

5. Relations Among Processes .42 .49 ..65 .40 .96 .14
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my reading of Ausubel suggests that it was teasotObie to expectshigh

schpol ieniorsto .be at an "abstract-verbal" stage and .not at the
1

le

concrete-intuitive" stage which it replaces in "the latter,portion-

of the junior high school period4' (Ausubel; 1963, pp. 133-5). Thus,

tt. was anticipated that the.verbal instruction group, which received

, instruction as per Ausubel, 4041d have performed'as welr or better

than subjects.completing other typierof instruction. (The VI instruc-

tion was designed to "teach to test" to the sam20-egree.as the SI

instruction).

c f

The reviewer discounts my conclusion that the A lian,predictions

did not hold for some kinds of scientific,inquiry performances. He

offered the interpretation that the studentsyere at various stages'

of Piagetian development (i.e,,-; some hotyet at a level of formal

operations). While the literature cited certainly backs this 'point

of view, his statement changes Ausubel's explanation. The result is

thetic interpretation which combines both 'Ausubel and Piaget.

ile this makes sense to me, and is probably a more adequate

heoreticalexplanation, it is not pure Ausubel. One point'of-the--------

study was o test Ausubelian theory. I still offer the conclusion

that.Ausube iaprinciples do not hold uniformly well fOroall kinds

of scientifi inquiry learnings.
,
:\
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A RESPONSE IV THE- ANALYSIS OF

.Suter, Patricia E. "Using Audio-Visual Study Lesson Teach the Under-
prepared Student," by Elizabeth Kean: Investigations in Science
Education,. 5(4): 37-41 , 1979.

by

Patricia H. Inter
Dei H4r College

.ir

Your inclusion of my article "Using-Audio-Visual Study Lessons to Teach

the Unprepared Stndent," published in SchO91 Science and Mathematics,l,is

greatly appreciated. I would like to make the following.comments on the'

critique:

1. The cOurse of instruction for which.the lessons were designed

is now what we classify as "introductory." The college has two other

courses using this designation, which are taken by liberal arts students

or health'science students. The course taken by students using the

lessons is called General Inorganic Chemistry which is taken by those

expecting to attain a bachelor's degree in a field of science, mathe-

matics, or engineering.

A

2. The term "better student" refers to those receiving grades'of

"A" or, "B". The final examination given in the course is that prepared

by the,American Chemical Society:and these students compare well with

the national norms.

3. The lessons were prepared to help syudents lear/the required

material. Instructors at Del Mar College operate under 'the theory that

it is their job to'tell the student what he or she must learA and to .

provide 11 possible-help in at learning process. The A-V Study

Lessons have provided some of that help. Over 300 sttidents a year use

one or more of the lesson's. The itudents themselves are the judge of

the effeCtiveness of the lessons an hey continue to report that they

find there 63 be of great assistance. Therefore,'We continue o bell.iire

It,that thtfie preparaiion of ese lesson as worth the time, fort and
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Money Sxpended in their preparation. W4 are continuing'to modify the

lessons as the need-arises.

4. The background of the students,attending Delliar College is

..,diverse. Many have language difficulties as well as problems in deal-

ing with mathematical concepts. Entrance examination scores continue

to decline nationwide in both these areas. Our students. art-attending.

college to become better able to compete in a teckinsilogical, English

/speaking work situation. NO bilingual lesbons were prepared, nor-ate.

contemplated. Our Spanish speaking students are not more.a adept.in-that

language than-in English'because most learn a.mixture of English and

. Spanish at home, pther languages (German, Czech, Chinese. Viefnamese)

are.the first Languages-of a significant.part of the student popula-

tion. No student hap ever requested the lessons in .someother language,

even though anonymous polls are taken each semester and a suggestion

box-is available for the students to.use. 'The lessons are modified

periodically, either to iftOorporaie student suggestion, or to include

neW material.

5. Follow-up studies of the students registered in General

Inorganic Chemistry have shown thit.most (81 percent) of the students

who failed or dropped the cours did not use thi study lessons at all.

Many of these students are working and have little tione for study.

The usage of the study lessons increases during the.latter part of

the first semester and the second semester. Probably this is due to

unsuccessful students dropping out or failing, and the remaining

students finding that the lessons do help them learn. It may also be

due in part to some students who had high school chemistry realizing

khat'they do not know as much chemistry as they thought they did at

the beginning of the first semester. Some have commented that this

is so. '

6.. The members of the chemistry faculty at Del Mar College are
4

not rained in educational/theory. We are merely tfying to provide

aids for ou(students to assist their learning of the required meter-

ial. They'are given detailed lists of objectives for each unit of
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study and glossaries of ncw technical teims. No other control of

the vocabulary is attempted on the tape& nor in the classroom. How-

ever, unusual words are defined the.first time they are used;

7. Design details are available from the author.. (Write: 6

Patricp H.*Suter, Associate Professor, 'Dept. of.Chemistry,'Division

.offArts and Sciences, Del Mar College, Corpus.Christi, Texas 78404.)

-tk

8. Presently the faculty at .Del Mar College is offering other

study aids to. our students. These are CAI uniti some multiple test-

ing after the,Keller plan, and superviied tutoring.` The students are
1

not required to use any of these aids. The responsibility for learning

4"
is, in otir pihiOn, the. student's. We are there to help and encourage

the proC st.

.
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